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Mark will always be remembered for his ready smile anc' 
athletic prowess. As a junior, he was the leading pass re-
ceiver for the NU football team, and the third leading pas< 
receiver in the NICL Conference. Mark also went to State 
in track for the 100-yard dash and the 400 and 800-meter 
relays. October 22, 1978, Mark Andrew_ Myers died in :; 
car accident. It seems Mark was just passing through; but 
aren't we all? This yearbook is fondly dedicated in men> 
ory of Mark Myers. 
And lying in the gentle of the 
circle of your warm, 
I thought about the !onliness of gone 
Against the ordinariness of staying on. 
And looking for an answer in the 
sea ttered silence of your eyes, 
I found to my surprise , my 
self-reflection. 
Then I guess I knew. 
I was only passing through. 
But so were you. So were you. 
Panthers Have Pride 
"Class" often seems to me to be a much 
misunderstood term. 
It grows, I believe, out of other qualities. 
It grows out of courtesy-a sensitivity to the 
rights and feelings of others. 
It grows out of justified pride m achieve-
ment-the knowledge people have that 
they've produced their best effort at what-
ever they've undertaken. 
And all that makes possible the quiet dignity 
that marks those people and institutions that 
have a "touch of class." 
I hope it always distinguishes our school and 
all the people in it. 
-J. E. Albrecht 
Courtesy . . . 
And A Touch Of Class 
''We've Co1ne A Long Way Together'' 
Hand In Hand Along The Way 
PRI<;E LABORA1:0R'( SCHOOL _KINDERGARTEN CLASS 1966-1967. Top row: Jarith Bunting, 
Davi_d Chung, Eric F"1:'and, Julie Ford, Barb Froyen, Bryan Glascock, Jim Hayes; Second row: 
Shan Handberg, Debbie Jorgensen, Jon Nieman, Cheryl Powell, Mike Ryan, Jeff Schmidt, Jim 
Seufferlein; Third row: Tim Sulentic. 
~+~~5:.-.,~+~~~:~.~+~+~~+~ 
Seniors Pursue Individual Interests 
( 1) Dick Ellis made a set of pottery as 
his senior project. (2) Steve Mortensen 
worked at least a hundred hours putting 
a new engine in his car. ( 3) Stephanie 
Mattson begins her project by filing a 
written proposal. ( 4) Todd Redalen sets 
up a display explaining his body build-
ing project. (5) Craig Hild polishes his 
jewelry creations. 
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(i) Doug Durbala. (2) Al Davis. 
( 3) Bryan comes back from skiing 
(on the bunnyhill) with two 
speeding tickets. (4) Julie Ford. 7 

(1) There's depth in the Washington line. Right? Dennis, Wes, 
Willy? (2) What big eyes you have, Sue! (3) Kevin makes eyes at 
a sweet young thing while Jon perfects his mind (what's left of it). 
(4) Eric shows off what he learned from Cheryl Tiegs. (5) Judy 
taught Dior everything he knows. (6) "Tardy? It's a bum rap! 11 
complains Jeff. (7) Chele Wumkes. (8) Sharon Rogers. 
9 

(1) Jim Vilmain. (2) 1 'Little bunny Foo-Foo' 1 - Mark Smith. 
(3) Jarith Bunting. (4) Joel Kalmar and Carla Williams buddy-
up. (5) Teresa Smith. (6) Steve Chmielewski decides to be 
reckless and free fall the rest of the way down (5 feet). (7) 
Steve Mortensen. (8) Greg Hanson really liked the idea of hav-
ing his picture taken, as you can tell . 
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(1) Deb keeps track of more stats. (2) Ted and 
Andy watch for a good shot. (3) Spider-guy 
Bert. (4) Duke 1 'I-bought-it-at-Gucci 1s11 
Dierks. (S) Sandy cleans out her locker ... 
quickly (6) Ann Gill. (7) Jim asked us to tilt this 
photo, so it would look like he Is skiing down -
hill. (8) Deb and Robin catch up on current 
events. 
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Seniors Not 
Photographed 
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( 1) Donna flashes her winning 
smile. (2) Todd Andrews 
helped the team first semester. 
(3) Lois Greene. (4) "This is 
lmot what I had in mind, 11 
Todd tells Shari. (5) Tim dis-
plays his nnique ability to ap-
pear busy. (6) Barb Froyen. (7) 
Jenny makes a rare school ap-
pearance between practice ses-
sions. 
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Best Class __________ _ 
Best Student Teacher ______ _ 
Best Book __________ _ 
Best Sports Event _______ _ 
Best Activity _________ _ 

Homecoming 1978 
The ''Touch Of Class'' Theme 
Begins 
HOMECOMING COURT: Seated, Deb 
Kettner, Robin Hellman, Honorary Queen 
Ana Laura Wah, Queen Stephanie Mattson, 
Robin Gish, Jarith Bunting. Standing, George 
Cemore , Leon Wessels , Bryan Glascock, Kent 
Knutson, Jim Hayes, Kevin Mueller. 
(1) Jim Seufferlein (?) (2) Bachelor #1 Doug Powell, Bachelor #2 Bert 
Gilgen and Bachelor #3 Todd Redalen play the Dating Game. (3) Deb 
Kettner at the reception. (4) Dave Alberts, Rod Cory, Lisa Strub and 
Greg Snodgrass have a good time at the dance. (5) Josie, decorations 
chairman, is glad it's all over. (6) Ana Laura, Bryan, Cory and Steph 
enjoy the skit. (7) Jon Nieman crowns Queen Stephanie, escorted by 
Cory Wumkes. (8) Classy dancing to the music of Easy Street. (9) Mark 
Nurre supervises cooks Julie Hyde, Roxanne Hellman, Sandy Steele, 
Carla Tarr and Sherry Snodgrass. ( 10) On the count of three, say 
1 'Cheese' 1 ! (11) ln the limelight - Bryan and Ana Laura. (12) Little 
Panthers beat North Tama 36-20 for a Homecoming victory. (13) Josie 
Findlay, Tammy Bright and Holly Hendrickson give prizes at the Junior 
Homecoming Breakfast. 
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Classy Doin 's 
SADIE HAWKINS 
COURT: Debbie Rud-
sill, Tim Sulentic , 
Shelly Doyle, Leon 
Wessels, Robin Gish, 
His Royal Highness Jim 
Hayes, Andi Henry, 
Kevin Mueller. Todd 
Redalen, Gina Larsen. 
Sadie Hawkins 
\ 
l 
(1) Superman Todd Redalen and Lois Lane (Gina 
Larsen). (2) Come on over to my teepee, Leon. 
(3) Weed Hayes romances Robin Gish. (4) Super 
Sport Kevin Mueller and Andi Henry. ( 5) I don I t 
want it unless it's butter rum! (6) Weed makes 
like Mt. Everest to move his cotton ball. (7) 
Andi Henry, Shari Handberg and Denise Car-
beiner. (8) Jarith, Rob, Joe and Sue enjoy the 
bunny hop. (9) Tired from the festivities, Bert 
Gilgen seeks a little relief. ( 10) Dawn Usher and 
Paul Steele. (11) Maryin' Sam, is that legal? 
( 12-13) Duke 's a hazard both coming and going . 
(14) Look Mom, no hands! (15) Chele, Ket, 
Rob and Steph model Paris fashions. (16) Sheik 
your bootie, Tim! (17) It took a lot of guts to 
dress like Doug Larsen. (18) Greg and his date 
cool it. 21 
Travellers Share World Cultures 
( 1) Carrie Dillon gets ready to 
shoot a basket. ( 2) Mr. Teig 
has regressed. It happens after 
being with students too long. 
(3) Mr. Strub gets a pat on the 
back from Lisa Narveson. (4) 
Jorge Samaniego. (5) Ann 
Healy, Robin Hellman, Deb 
Kettner. ( 6) Megan Kamerick 
and Kari Schilling. (7) Mr. 
Schneider. ( 8) Joe Morgan 
guesses the number of jelly 
beans in the jar. (9) Lee Pot-
ter, Jim Hayes, Mr. Becker and 
David Chung. (10) Dr. Al-
brecht and Mike Sabbath. ( 11) 
Eric Nielson shoots a basket 
while Doug Keiser watches. 
(12) Jack Bender draws a re-
markable likeness of Greg 
Browning. ( 13) Doug Cory runs 
the black jack table. (14) Car-
rie Dillon helps run the frisbee 
throw. 
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Jorge Samaniego came from Para -
guay under YFU sponsorship. He lived 
with the Tom Shepherd and the M. L. 
Jacobson families during his year in 
Cedar Falls. 
During the summer of 1978 Ann Hea-
ly, Robin Hellman and Deb Kettner 
lived with families in Norway as YFU 
exchange students. Carnival profits 
helped pay their way. 
Mike Sabbath will travel to Germany 
under. YFU sponsorship in the summer 
of 1979. 
Three N. U. boys spent sixteen days 
in France during March and April. 
Lee Potter, Jim Hayes and David 
Chung joined a group of forty-four 
other teenagers led by Mr. Becker for 
the trip. Jim was fortunate enough to 
win a scholarship to help defray his 
expenses. The trip included a five -
day home stay with a French family 
in Nantes, which the students agreed 
was the highlight of their trip. 
23 
1979 Prom: E 
PROM COURT: Jan Pulk-
rabek and Michele 
Wumkes, Bob Hellman 
and Deb Kettner, Matt 
Gill and Queen Robin 
Hellman, Duke Dierks 
and Sue Green, Jim 
Hayes and Robin Gish. 
Crown Bearer: Jason 
Schoneman. Flower 
Bearer: Leila Cruz. 
(1) Shelley Tharp, Clark Taylor 
and Roxanne Hellman drop coins 
in the fountain. (2) Fruit, petits 
four and punch attract dancers. 
(3) Billy Hoel 1s ''Everybody Has a 
Dream 1 1 was chosen as prom 
theme by the junior class . ( 4) 
Mike Sabbath and his date Angie 
Randell sign the guest book. ( 5) 
Prom Queen Robin Hellman leads 
the dance with her date, Matt 
Gill, to the music of Topeka. (6) 
Mr. Nelson tries to steal the 
limelight. 
Deserving Students Honored 
Dwight K. Curtis Memorial: Jon Neiman 
Department of Teaching Scholarship: Mike Ry 
Mary Day Price Memorial Scholarship: Jim Ha 
Parent-Teacher Scholarship: Marsha Tompkin 
Iowa Bar Asm. Am. Citizenship Award: Judy Diedrichs 
DAR Good Citizenship Award: Jon Nieman 
National Honor Society: Judy Diedrichs, Robin Gish, Jon 
Nieman, Barb Froyen, Kevin Mueller, Mike Ryan, 
Marsha Tompkin. 
Academic Honors: Judy Diedrichs, Ann Gill, Robin Gish, 
Mike Ryan, Marsha Tompkin. 
State of Iowa Scholars: Judy Diedrichs, Mike Ryan. 
Hawkeye Uniserv Memorial Scholarship: Duke Dierks 
Scholarship, Waldorf College: Duke Dierks 
Cedar Falls Woman's Club Music Camp Scholarship: 
Jenny Doud, Robert Thompson 
Scholarships: DePauw University, Drake University, 
University of Northern Iowa, Natl. Federation of Music 
Clubs, Natl. Music Teachers Assn: Jenny Doud 
Scholarship, University of Northern Iowa: David Chung 
Scholarship, University of Northern Iowa: Judy Diedrichs 
Scholarship, Benedictine College: Eric Finsand 
Christine Dunkenfield Scholarship for Study /Travel: Jim 
Hayes 
Scholarship, Luther College: Joni Burbridge 
Scholarship, Luther College: beb Kettner 
Honors Scholarship, Iowa State University and University 
of Iowa: Mike Ryan 
Scholarship, Brigham Young University: Sharon Rogers 
Scholarships, Wartburg College and Grinell College: 
Marsha Tompkin 
National Merle Scholarship Finalist: Sharon Rogers 
National Merit Scholarship Letter of Commendation: Jon 
Nieman 
Girls State Representative: Josie Findlay 
Boys State Representative: Doug Cory, Dave Durbala. 
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Special Student Council Award: Jon Nieman 
National Mathematics Examination: Sharon Rogers 
Special Service Award: Lisa Anderson 
NCTE Writing Award: Joni Burbridge 
Beginning French Award: Tracey Anderson 
Intermediate French Award: Paul Michaelides 
Advanced French Award: Chris Michaelides 
Beginning Spanish Award: David Alberts 
Advanced Spanish Award: Ken Brown, Dirk Mazula. 
Silver Music Award (Vocal or Instrumental): Jenny Doud 
Bryan Glascock, Donna Howard, Jim Hayes, Andy 
Schwandt, Michele Wumkes. 
Golden Music Award: Judy Diedrichs 
Fourth Year Drama Awards: Jarith Bunting, Judy 
Diedrichs, Jim Hayes, Stephanie Mattson, Mike Ryan, 
Michele Wumkes. 
( 1) Marsha Tompkin graciously accepts more money. ( 2) 
Jim Hayes receives the Mary Day Price Memorial Schol-
arship. (3) Jon Nieman is congratulated for his leadership 
in high school. (4) National Honor Society Seniors. (5) 
Duke Dierks is presented with the Hawkeye Uniserv Me-
morial Scholarship. (6) Teresa Smith gets third year dra-
ma award. (7) David Chung is awarded for four years of 
outstanding performances in speech. (8) Sharon Rogers 
takes first place National Mathematics Examination in 
NUHS. (9) John Mattson wins the Gutless Wimp Award by 
elimination. (10) NUHS scholarship winners. (12) Lisa 
Anderson earns Special Service Award. (13) Josie Findlay 
goes to Girls State and Doug Cory to Boys State. (14) 
Mike Ryan, the senior class's number one student, re-
ceives the Department of Teaching Scholarship Award. 
Graduation: A Ti111e Of Transistions 
Processional : 1 1 Pomp and Circumstance 1 1 
Invocation: Father Daniel J. Tarrant 
Address: 1 1 Tradition-Transition: 
Margarette Fink Eby 
Recessional: ' 1 Grand March 1 1 from 
TANNHAUSER 
(1) The graduated class of 1979. (2) Lois 
Greene gives Kathy Goodman a big hug full 
of happiness. (3) Ann Gill graduates with 
academic honors. (4) Cheryl Powell gets 
ready to put her robe on. (5) Joni Bur-
bridge, Steve Chimielewski, David 
Chung, and Tammy Dantzler line up for 
the processional. (6) Ted Narveson. (7) 
Doug Durbala opens one of his gifts at the 
reception. (8) Class President Stephanie 
Mattson finds it interesting that the class is 
graduating during National Humor Month. 
(9) Commencement speaker Margarette 
Eby. ( 10) Joni Burbridge, Mike Sabbath, 
and Duke Dierks get some punch at the re-
ception given at the Education Center by 
thirty-four seniors. ( 11) Julie Ford and 
Mark Smith. (12) Chele Wumkes receives 
her diploma. (13) Steve Mortensen looks 
like he's happy to graduate. (14) Susan 
Snodgrass helps Cheryl Powell with her hat. 
(15) A select choir sings the Alma Mater. 
(16) Sondra Garrison. (17) Is Todd Andrews 
happy or is he happy?!?!?! (18) Sandra 
Stoesz and Donna Howard. 
I Best Party-----------
Best Concert----------
Best Junk Food 
Joint ------------
I I I I 

Student Council Sets Future Policy 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT 
COUNCIL: Jim Hayes, Sec. 
Robin Hellman, Pres. Jon 
Nieman V.P. Mike Ryan, 
Tim Sulentic; Second row, 
Martha Wilkinson, Blair 
Brewer, Brian Taylor, Chele 
Wumkes, Adviser Mr. 
Riechmann, Steph Mattson, 
Greg Browning, Clark Tay-
lor; Back row, Mike Sab-
bath, Dave Delafield, Tim 
Gish, Dave Alberts, Mark 
Miller, Matt Gill, Rod 
Cory, Jim Tarr, Bret 
Froyen. 
(1) President Jon accepts his award. (2) 
The student council in session. (3) Sen-
ior representatives Jim and Tim listen 
while V. P. Mike offers a suggestion 
President Jon approves. (4) The council 
breaks into committees for Carnival 
plans. 
JUNIOR HIGH STUDENT COUNCIL: 
First row, Michelle Niederhauser, Mi-
chelle McCain, Lisa Kincaid, Paul 
Rider, Sandy Spray; Back row, Jill 
Kulper, Matt McColley, Mike McCol-
ley, Steve Alberts, Jenny Snodgrass, 
Anna Lamberti, Adviser Mrs. Beckman; 
Not pictured, Todd Timmerman. 
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Junior High Student Council JJi 
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Pep Club Provides Strong Support 
1978-79 PEP CLUB - Seniors: Jarith Bunting, 
Julie Ford, Sue Green, Shari Handberg, Robin 
Hellman, Deb Kettner, Stephanie Mattson, 
Sharon Rogers; Juniors: Denise Carbiener, 
Josie Findley, Jolene Ford , Roxanne Hell-
man, Christy Koch, Melanie Lange, Amy Li-
demann, Peggy Primrose, Joan Schoneman, 
Carla Tarr, Shelley Tharp; Sophomores: Lisa 
Brown, Dolon Bunting, Cathy Card, Carrie 
Dillon, Heidi Hendrickson, Sandra Little, 
Jackie Mosley, Kim Nelson, Alane Norem, 
Kris Redalen, Lisa Strub; Freshmen: Laura 
Albrecht, Tracey Anderson, Jean Barron, 
Tami Hansen, Kari Lebeda, Terri Michel, 
Tammy M!?rtense~, Teri Powell, Pat Ryan, 
Teresa Schoneman, Sue Ziegler. 
OFFICERS - Fall Chairperson: Josie Findlay.· 
Winter Chairperson: Denise Carbiener. 
Secretary: Carrie Dillon. 
Treasurer: Joan Schoneman. 
Fall Locker Signs: Peg Primrose and Chris 
Koch. 
Winter Locker Signs: Robin Hellman. 
Faculty Adviser: Diane Health 
(1) .Paul Strickland helps Tami Hansen. (2) 
Chele Wumkes paints another pep poster. ( 3) 
Deb Jorgensen adds a special touch to the 
lockers. (4) PANTHER POWER! (5) 1 'Hon-
est, I Im not doing anything, 1 1 says Tracey 
Anderson. (6) Roxy adds finishing touches. 33 
(7) Sue Snodgrass lends a helping hand. 
Our Cheerleaders: A Source Of Pride 
Fall Junior Varsity 
Cheerleaders 
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS: FALL, Robin Gish, 
Jarith Bunting, Julie Hyde, Stephanie Mattson, 
Roxanne Hellman, Shelley Tharp, Deb Kettner, 
Robin Hellman. WINTER, Cheryl Powell, Sue 
Green, Josie Findlay, Joan Schoneman, Christy 
Koch. Not pictured, Shelley Tharp. 
JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS: FALL, Front, 
Terry Mitchel. Second row, Jean Barron, Sue 
Zeigler, Laura Albrecht, Martha Wilkinson·. Top, 
Teri Powell . Not pictured, Micki Porter, Ruth 
Aanensen. WINTER, Trina O 1Neal, Lisa Brown, 
Kathy Parker. Back row, Kris Redal en, Kimi Frey, 
Jackie Mosley. 
JUNIOR HIGH CHEERLEADERS: Mary Hayes, Anna 
Lamberti, Sandy Snodgrass. Back row, Kelly Gress, 
Rosalyn Hellman, Betsy Kelly, Beth Ann Finsand, 
Lisa Kincaid, Cheryl Coro, Holly Nicholas. 
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Winter Varsity Cheerleaders 
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( 1) Robin Hellman and Jarith Bunting. ( 2) 
Christy Koch and a fan smile for the cam -
era. (3) Joan Schoneman, Robin Gish, Ju-
lie Hyde and Stephanie Mattson cheer dur-
ing a hard- fought game . ( 4) Chery 1 
Powell . ( S) Joan Schoneman. ( 6) Josie 
Findlay. (7) Julie Hyde and Shelley Tharp. 
(8) Robin Gish. (9) Sue Green, Christy 
Koch and Shelley Tharp. 
Letter Winners Unite For Fun 
( 1) To protect the dignity of the Letter-
men's Club, the yearbook staff denies any 
knowledge of initiation activities. (2) Bry-
an Glascock. (3) Teri makes sure her cer-
tificate is signed. ( 4) Cami Hutchins and 
Sue Snodgrass. (5) Steph Mattson and Pat 
Ryan. (6) The lettennen 1s mime troupe 
performs its interpretation of 1 'U.S. Gover- 1 
ment. 11 (7) The Girls Letter Club demon-
strates its ''Top-of-the-Heap Theory. 11 
(8) The Girls Letter Club and the 1979 ini-
tiates. (9) Don Davids unwinds. (10) Dave 
Durbala beautifies nature. ( 11) Jan and 
Rick show what Shakey's does for a man. 
(12) Kevin and Jon pop in to help. (13) 
Todd Redalen has another idea. (14) 
Steph's house after Homecoming Corona-
tion. 
1978-79 GIRLS LETTER CLUB: Front row, 
Robin Hellman, Sue Snodgrass, Cheryl 
Powell, Ann Healy, Martha Wilkinson, Jo-
lon Bunting , Carrie Dillon, Lisa Strub; 
Back row, Roxanne Hellman, Tracy Tim-
son, Kim Tietje, Cathy Card, Kathryn 
Parker, Stephanie Mattson, Jackie Mosley. 
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1978-79 lETTERMEN: Front row, Kevin Mueller, Dennis Washington Jon Nie-
man, Eric Finsand, Jim Seufferlein, Doug Durbala; Second row, 'todd ~edalen, 
Bert Gilgen; Third row, Bryan - Glascock, Leon Wessels, Tim Sulentic, Jim 
Hayes, Mike Ryan, Jeff Schmidt, Dick Ellis, Duke Dierks; Lower stairs, Dave 
Durbala, Matt Gill, Doug Powell, Brian Smith, Don Davids, John Mattson, Dane 
Dierks, Wesley Washington, Jeff Williams, Clark Taylor, Cory Wumkes, Joe 
Burbridge, Doug Cory, Mark Miller; Upper stairs, Bob Thompson, Rod Cory, 
Greg Snodgrass, Curtis Nielsen, John Rohrbaugh, Brian Bowman, Dirk Mazula, 
Brett Froyen, David Vilmain, Keith Burbridge. 
Eric Finsand- President; Jon Nieman-Vice - President; Bryan Glascock- Director 
of Illicit Activities; Mike Ryan-Chairman of Academic Endeavors; Jeff 
Schmidt-Secretary of Armed Forces; Todd Redalen-Physical Body Representa-
tive; Duke Dierks-Son of Grizzly Adams; Dick Ellis-Head Cook and Bottle 
Washer; Steve Mortensen-Chief Mechanic; Kevin Mueller-Pres. of Super Sport 
Club; Dennis Washington-Pres. of Little Man's Committee; Tim Sulentic-
S.S.; Leon Wessels-C.I.A.; Jim Seufferlein-Press Agent; Bert Gilgen-Photog-
rapher . 
Yearbook Staff: A Tea1n Of Specialists 
CO-EDITORS: Judy Diedrichs and Carla Tarr 
BUSINESS EDITORS: Diane Delay, Kari Ytterhus 
COVER PHOTOGRAPHY: Marsha Tompkin 
LAYOUT AND COPY: Tim Hantula, Marsha 
Tompkin, Sue Green, Barb Froyen, Sharon 
Rogers, Vicki Clark, Joanne Norem, Kerisa 
Chung 
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Lee Potter, Wes 
Washington, Harold Parker, Tim Hantula, Ted 
Narveson, Andy Schwandt, Jim Seufferlein, 
Dave Chung, Bryan Glascock, Len Scovel, 
John Diedrichs 
HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER: Bert Gilgen 
PHOTOGRAPHY ADVISOR: Mr. Robert Conrad 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Mrs. Marjorie Vargas 
(1) Andy, Mr. Conrad, and Bert cover a football game. (2) Lee Potter 
watches for artistic shots. ( 3) Kari, alone, sold 31 ads! ( 4) Many think 
Bert's the staff's best photographer, but the guy who took this photo's not 
bad ! ( 5) Co- editor Judy shows Barb how it Is done. ( 6) Kerisa works faith-
fully on Saturday mornings. (7) Diane teaches Vicki the ups and downs of 
ad sales and layout. (8) Sue and Marsha try to squeeze in a candid of every 
senior. (9) Len Scovel, on the job despite his obvious handicap! (10) Co-
editor Carla Tarr. (11) Diane designs twelve pages of ads. (12) Tim shows 
Marsha and Judy his plan for the prom page. 

Drailla Club: ''The Play's The Thing'' 
DRAMA CLUB (FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES): Front 
row: Martha Wilkinson, Randy Nicholas, Mike Leymas-
ter, Brian Taylor, Teresa Schoneman, Terri Michel, 
Teri Powell, Tammy Mortensen, Sue Ziegler, Joanne 
Norem, Katie Thompson; Second row, Curt Kouri, Wes-
ley Washington, Doug Keiser, Greg Browning, Laura Al-
brecht, Jolon Bunting, Lisa Strub, Cathy Card, Tracy 
Timson, Mr. Butzier; Third row, Brian Chung, Tracey 
Anderson, Tami Hansen, Kari Lebeda, Ken Brown, 
Stephanie Hatcher, Sharon Hufferd, Carrie Dillon; Fourth 
row, Jeff Laylin, Jim Tarr, Paul Strickland, Curt Niel-
sen, Dirk Mazula, Kerisa Chung, Pat Ryan, Jean Barron, 
Eleanor Crownfield; Top row, John Becker, Brett Froyen, 
Mike Hayes, Tim Gish, Bob Thompson, Rick Wumkes, 
Leonard Scovel, John Diedrichs, Matt Glascock, Dave 
Alberts , Anna Maria Kra tzenstein. 
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DRAMA CLUB (JUNIORS AND 
SENIORS) :Front row, Jeanne Har-
ris, Judy Diedrichs, Barb Froyen, 
Sue Green, Deb Kettner, Teresa 
Smith, Marsha Tompkin, Sharon 
Rogers; Second row, Mr. Butzier, 
Mike Ryan, Kevin Mueller, Jarith 
Bunting, Robin Hellman, Jon 
Nieman, Stephanie Mattson, Mi-
chele Wumkes, Doug Durbala, 
Robin Gish, Andy Schwandt, Dick 
Ellis; Third row, Josie Findlay, 
Julie Hyde, Roxanne Hellman, 
Doug Powell, Brian Smith, Tina 
McCain, Diane Delay, Peggy 
Primrose , Clark Taylor; Fourth 
row, Jenny Nicholas, Doug Cory, 
Shelley Tharp, Christy Koch, 
Trent Michel, Tammy Bright, 
Kari Ytterhus, Ann Healy, Carla 
Tarr, Mark Miller; Fifth row, 
Dave Durbala, Don Davids, Mark 
Nurre, Lee Potter, Tim Hantula, 
Cameron Muhic, John Mattson, 
Jeff Williams, Cory Wumkes. 
( 1) Maturity prevails on the trip to 
see ''Hamlet.'' (2) Ruth and 
Carrie stroll along while Cathy is 
fascinated by the Minneapolis 
mud. (3) Trent and Tammy found 
the Guthrie Theater trip exhaust-
ing. 

''Dark Of The Moon 
Shines 
John .............................. Mike Sabbath 
Conjur Man ........................... Jim Hayes 
Dark Witch .................... Stephanie Mattson 
Fair Witch ........................ Jenny Nicholas 
Conjur Woman ..................... Judy Diedrichs 
Uncle Smelicue ..................... Tim Hantula 
The Fiddler ...................... Bryan Glascock 
Mr. Jenkins ......................... Brett Froyen 
Hank Gudger ........................ Dirk Mazula 
Edna Summey ..................... Shelley Tharp 
Mrs. Summey ................... Michele Wumkes 
Mr. Summey ...................... Dave Durbala 
Miss Metcalf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Julie Hyde 
Mr. Atkins ........................... Doug Cory 
Floyd Allen ........................... Tim Gish 
Ella Bergen ..................... Martha Wilkinson 
Mrs. Bergen ........................ Josie Findlay 
Mr. Bergen ........................ John Diedrichs 
Bur Dinwitty ........................ Doug Powell 
Greeny Gorman ..................... Diane Delay 
Hattie Heffner ................ Eleanor Crownfield 
Marvin Hudgens ..................... John Mattson 
Barbara Allen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christy Koch 
Mrs. Allen ........................... 'Ann Healy 
Mr. Allen .......................... Jeff Williams 
Preacher Haggler ................... Greg Browning 
Others in the community . Dave Alberts, Cathy Card 
Laura Runkle, Brian Taylor, Tracy Timson 
Student Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robin Gish 
,, 
10 
(1) Shelley Tharp as Edna Summey. (2) Julie 
sings to the congregation of the church. (3) 
Christy and Mike talk after the dance . ( 4) 
John, Brian, Tim and Greg have a good ol' 
time. (5) Mike, wire you doing that? (6) 
Tim Gish as Floyd Allen. (7) Jeff Williams as 
Pa Allen, ''nip-at-the-jug champion. 11 (8) 
The town dance at Buck Creek. (9) Ann con-
soles Christy. ( 10) Greg gives Christy a spiri-
tual talk. ( 11) The crowd awaits the impend-
ing fight. (12) Witches, Jenny and Steph, se-
duce Mike. (13) Chele as Mrs. Summey. 
(14) The Conjur Man and Woman (Jim and 
Judy) advise the Witch Boy (Mike). (15) John 
Mattson as Marvin Hudgens. (16) ''Tim, you 
found a what on the floor?' ' asks Greg. ( 17) 
Ann, Josie, Chele and Jeff cast an accusing 
glance. 
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From N. Y. To N. U. It's ''Hello, Dolly!'' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • : . • • • • • • •••• . 
. . . . 
. . . 
. 'Pt , 
I 1 ' 
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Mrs. Dolly Gallagher Levi Josie Findlay 
Ernestina Chele Wumkes 
Ambrose Kemper Greg Browning 
Horse Jenny Nicholas, Sharon Rogers 
Horace Vandergelder Lee Potter 
Ermengarde Judy Diedrichs 
Cornelius Hackl Jim Hayes 
Barnaby Tucker Tim Hantula 
Irene Molloy Shelley Tharp 
Minnie Fay Ann Healy 
Mrs. Rose Diane DeLay 
Rudolph Dave Durbala 
First Policeman Jon Nieman 
Second Policeman John Diedrichs 
Judge Bryan Glascock 
Court Clerk Doug Powell 
Paper Hanger Dave Alberts 
Dancers: Tammy Bright, Susan Green, Robin Hell-
man, Julie Hyde, Stephanie Mattson, Jenny Nicho-
las, Sharon Rogers, Laura Runkle, Martha Wilkin-
son, Sue Zeigler, Doug Cory, Rod Cory, Doug 
Keiser, Curt Kouri, John Mattson, Trent Michel, 
Mike Sabbath, Paul Strickland, Wes Washington, 
and Rick Wumkes. 
Townspeople, Waiters, etc. : Laura Albrecht, Jean 
Barron, Jolon Bunting, Cathy Card, Eleanor Crown-
field, Carrie Dillon, Barb Froyen, Heidi Hendrick-
son, Donna Howard, Sharon Hufferd, Kari Lebeda, 
Tammy Mortensen, Teri Powell, Peg Primrose, Ka-
tie Thompson, Tracy Timson, Marsha Tompkin, 
Dave Alberts, John Becker, Don Davids, John Die-
drichs, Tim Gish, Bryan Glascock, Mike Hayes, 
Vince Howard, Jeff Laylin, Cameron Muhic, Curt 
Nielsen, Jon Nieman, Doug Powell, Bryan Taylor, 
Bob Thompson, and David Tredwell. 
Student Director: Judy Diedrichs 
Orchestra : Doug Durbala , Brett F royen, Matt Glas-
cock, Jeanne Harris, Anna Kratzenstein, Chris Mi-
chaelides, Kris Redalen, Andy Schwandt, Brian 
Smith, Jeff Williams, Carol Glascock, *Bob Byers, 
*Paul Creeden, and Mr. Al Naylor. *UNI student 
(1) The waiters of Harmonia Gardens say 1 'Hello Dol-
ly! 11 (2) Dolly plays matchmaker. (3) Sweet Ade-
lines ! ? (4) Barnaby makes like a Boeing 707. (5) 
Vandergelder marches to motherhood . (6) Ernestina 
''sings.' 1 (7) Cornelius shows 'em how to dance! (8) 
Minnie says something not in the script. (9) Dolly 
kindles Horace's love for Ernestina Is money. ( 10) W -
a - a - h ! - Ermengarde and Ambrose . ( 11 ) Mrs . Irene 
Molloy. ( 12) Being a gourmet, Cornelius orders four 
beers. 
-,tLL PlC.fl<8I'.i 
Madrigal Dinner: A Touch Of Renais 
sance Class 
DIRECTORS: Les Hale TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: Ken-
neth Butzier 
FANFARES: Justy Doud, Tracy Timson, Rod Cory, 
Vince Howard, Stephanie Mattson, Brian Smith. 
LORD OF THE MANOR: Mike Sabbath. MADRIGAL 
SINGERS: Shelley Tharp, Julie Hyde, Laura Albrecht, 
Ann Healy, Donna Howard, Michele Wumkes, Mi-
chele Porter, Josie Findlay, Barb Froyen, Tammy 
Bright, Brett Froyen, Doug Keiser, Paul Strickland, 
John Becker, Doug owell, Bryan Glascock, Jim Hayes, 
Greg Snodgrass, Cory Wumkes, Rick Wumkes. 
STROLLING MINSTRELS: Jolon Bunting, Robin Gish, 
Christy Koch, Anna M. Kratzenstein, Judy Diedrichs, 
Laura Runkle, Eleanor Crownfield, Kris Redalen, 
Marsha Tompkin, Katie Thompson, Robin Hellman, 
Kathy Parker, Deb Kettner, Jarith Bunting, Jennifer 
Doud, Paul Micha elides, Chris Micha elides, Tim 
Gish. 
COURT JESTERS: Greg Browning, Tim Hantula, Doug 
Cory. 
MADRIGAL CREWS: Costumes - Peggy Primrose, 
Trent Michel Scenery - Jon Nieman, Clark Taylor. 
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(1) The Madrigal Singers toast the Christmas season. 
(2) Doug and Jarith Perform the Torch Dance. (3) Deb 
Kettner, Robin Gish, Robin Hellman and Jarith Bunt-
ing play a recorder quartet. (4) Paul, Judy, Anna Ma-
rie and Chris. Plucky, aren't they? (5) Christy Koch 
sings as a strolling minstrel. (6) Jenny plays a harpsi-
chord solo. (7) Jim, Shelley, Mike and Josie demon-
strate their ability to eat, drink, and be merry. (8) 
Madrigal Singers. (9) Ta ta ta-da, ta ta ta-da, ta ta 
ta-ta ta da ! (10) Recorder trio Jolon, Kathy and Kris. 
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Half The Drama's Backstage 
(1) Long distance to where, Steph? (2) Peg, Trent 
and Matilda wearing their latest creation. (3) Un-
cle Smelle-Q. (4) Things go better with Tootsie 
pops - Deb and Bob. (5) Jeanne tries to unravel a 
ticket mix-up. (6) Sandy helps Bryan grow chest 
hair (7) Co-Baus, Dr. Hale. (8) USO - Unidenti-
fied Sleeping Object. (9) Follies Girl, Sue Green. 
(10) Teresa hopes Katie likes pigtails. (11) 'Mark 
tends to a shift crew detail . ( 12) Carla transforms 
Trent into something pres en table . ( 13) Jim and Jo -
sie demonstrate disco CPR. (14) The Baus, Mr. B. 
(15) Judy Diedrichs, student director and chief 
wailer for Dolly. (16) Kari Ytterhus and Tina 
McCain. (17) Jeff insists he hasn't been sniffing 
hairspray. (18) Chele should have used Compound 
W. (19) Hey, look at Greg, no cavities! (20) 
Shelley relaxes backstage. ( 21) Viking hat rack, 
Doug Cory. (22) Dave learns four hands are better 
than two. (23) Tammy Mortensen and Ann Healy. 49 
(24) Mrs. Rose (Diane DeLay). 
Bands Boogie 
1978-79 JAZZ BAND 
SAXOPHONE: Jim Seufferlein, Dave Alberts, Dave Tredwell, Dave 
Delafield, Paul Steele 
PIANO: Julie Hyde 
DRUMS: Brian Smith 
FRENCH HORNS: Laura Runkle, Lee Potter 
BASS: Mark Maricle 
TRUMPETS: Andy Schwandt, Brent Hansen, Tracy Timson, Justin 
Doud, Tim Hantula, Curt Kouri 
TROMBONES: Brett Froyen, Paul Strickland, Terry Seufferlein, Curt 
Nielsen 
FLUTES: Jeanne Harris, Kris Redalen, Deb Kettner, Randy Nicholas 
( 1) Mike Hayes warms up. ( 2) Tracy, Justy and Brent get into the 
rhythm. (3) Sue Green and flute. (4) Mr. Al Naylor ably served as 
director of bands while Mr. Musel was on leave. (5) Dave Tredwell 
blows a mean tenor sax. (6) Members of the band perform at a bas-
ketball game. (7) Saxophonist Jim Seufferlein was chosen an Out-
standing Performer at the Tall Corn Jazz Festival in February. (8) The 
trombone section in rehearsal. 
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1978-79 CONCERT BAND 
FLUTE: Robin Gish, Jeanne Harris, Kris Redalen, Deb Kettner, 
Randy Nicholas, Heidi Hendrickson, Martha Wilkinson, Sue Green, 
Kathy Parker. 
CLARINET: Robin Hellman, Jenny Nicholas, Melanie Lange, Jo 
Bunting, Rachel Tharp, Teresa Smith, Jean Barron, Kari Lebeda, 
Teri Powell, Sharon Hufford, Lisa Johnson, Jill Roberts. 
OBOE: Ruth Aanensen, Josie Findlay, Laura Albrecht, Stephanie 
Hatcher. 
BASS CLARINET: Michele Wumkes, John Becker, Shelley Kincaid. 
SAXOPHONE: Jim Seufferlein, Christy Koch, Dave Alberts, Dave 
Tredwell, Dave Delafield, Mike Hayes, Paul Steele. 
TRUMPET: Brent Hansen, Andy Schwandt, Tracy Timson, Justin 
Doud, Tim Hantula, Curt Kouri, Dave Wells, Jeff Laylin, Vince 
Howard, Rod Cory, Tracey Anderson, Mike McKinney, Blair Brew-
er. 
FRENCH HORN: Laura Runkle, Symone Ma, Lee Potter 
TROMBONE: Brett Froyen, Paul Strickland, David Jorgensen, Mike 
Leymaster, Curt Nielsen. 
BARITONE: Jim Hayes, Rick Bremner, Kurt Albrecht. 
TUBA: Doug Cory. 
PERCUSSION: Darius Nicholson, Stephanie Mattson, Brian Smith, 
Lonnie Youngblood, Rick Wumkes, Tammy Mortensen. 
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Orchestras Resonate 
1978-79 CHA1vIBER ORCHESTRA 
VIOLIN: Bryan Glascock, Tim Gish, Anna Marie Kratzenstein, 
Chris Michaelides, Kim Nielsen, Kristina Scott. 
VIOLA: Judy Diedrichs, Carol Glascock. 
VIOLONCELLO: Matt Glascock, Paul Michaelides, Bob 
Thompson. 
(1) Woodwinds: Deb Kettner, Randy Nicholas, Jenny Nicholas 
and Robin Hellman. (2) Anna Kratzenstein, Tim Gish and Kim 
Nielsen. ( 3) The orchestra in action. ( 4} Jeff Williams prac-
tices ''bass' 1 humor. (5) Paul Michaelides and Bob Thompson. 
(6) Mr. Welch prepares for another action-packed hour of or-
chestra. (7) There's nothing like the sound of a big orchestra! 
(8) Pick a little, talk a little. (9) Violinists Chris Michaelides 
and Bryan Glascock. (10) Mr. Welch plays a little ditty. (11) 
Mark Smith. 
1978-79 CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
VIOLIN: Lisa Anderson, Sandy DeBoer, Carrie Dillon, Doug 
Durbala, Tim Gish, Bryan Glascock, Anna M. Kratzenstein, 
Chris Michaelides, Steve Nelson, Kim Nielsen, Doug Powell, 
Teresa Schoneman, Katie Thompson, Mark Wray, Sue Zeigler. 
VIOLA: Tamara Bright, Don Davids, Judy Diedrichs, Holly 
Hendrickson, Antoinette Kincaid, Jackie Mosley. 
VIOLONCELLO: Greg Browning, Matt Glascock, Julie Hyde, 
Paul Micha elides, Mark Smith, Robert Thompson. 
CONTRABASS: Mike Beckman, Fred Hansen, Mark Maricle, 
Jeff Williams . 
FLUTE: Jeanne Harris, Debbie Kettner, Chris Redalen, Randy 
Nicholas 
OBOE: Laura Albrecht, Josie Findlay. 
CLARINET: Robin Hellman, Jennifer Nicholas. 
TRUMPET: Brent Hansen, Jeff Laylin, Curt Kouri. 
HORN: Symone Ma, Laura Runkle. 
TROMBONE: Brett Froyen, Paul Strickland. 
TUBA: Doug. Cory. 
PERCUSSION: Stephanie Mattson, Darius Nicholson, Brian 
Smith. 
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And The Choir Sings On 
( 1) Tracy Timson and Brian Smith 
accompany the chorus in concert. 
(2) Lonny Youngblood and Matt 
Glascock add special effects. ( 3) 
Accompanist Kim Nielsen. ( 4) 
Director Les Hale. (5) Choir per-
forms its winter concert ... final-
ly. (6) Julie Hyde, Josie Findlay 
and Shelley Tharp join forces. (7) 
Sue Ziegler at the piano. (8-11) 
Donna Howard, Barb Froyen, Ann 
Healy and Tammy Bright sing so-
los. (12) A Madrigal Ells~nble. 
NUHS CONCERT CHOIR 
SOPRANOS: Laura Albrecht, Jolon 
Bunting, Ann Healy, Heidi Hen-
drickson, Donna Howard , Julie 
Hyde, Toni Kincaid, Chris Koch, 
Anna M. Kratzenstein, Kim Nielsen, 
Shelley Tharp 
ALTOS: Tracy Anderson, Jean Bar-
ron, Tammy Bright, Denise Car-
biener, Cathy Card, Eleanor Crown-
field, Judy Diedrichs , Carrie Dillon, 
Jennifer Doud, Josie Findlay, Barb 
Froyen, Tami Hansen, Robin Hell-
man, Sharon Hufferd, Deb Kettner, 
Kari Lebeda, Tammy Mortensen, 
Jackie Mosley, Jenny Nicholas, 
Kathy Parker, Teri Powell, Peggy 
Primrose , Kris Redalen, Laura Run -
kle, Katie Thompson, Tracy Tim-
son, Marsha Tompkin, Marha Wil-
kinson, Michele Wumkes, Sue 
Ziegler 
TENORS: John Becker, Todd De -
Boer, Brett Froyen_, Doug Powell, 
David Sell, Paul Strickland, Brian 
Taylor, Bob Thompson, David Tred-
well, Kevin Winburn 
BARITONE/BASS: Dave Alberts, 
Mike Beckman, Blair Brewer, Greg 
Browning, Doug Cory, Rod Cory, 
Don Davids, John Diedrichs, Justin 
Doud, David Durbala, Arya Farin-
pour, Tim Gish, Brian Glascock, 
Matt Glascock, Tim Hantula, James 
Hayes, Mike Hayes, Vince Howard, 
Doug Keiser, Curt Kouri, Jeff Laylin, 
Mike Leymaster, Neil Lindemann, 
Chris Micha elides, Paul Michae -
lides, Cameron Muhic, Curtis Niel-
sen, Jon Nieman, Mark Nurre, Lee 
Potter, Mike Sabbath, Jeff Schmidt, 
Brian Smith, Greg Snodgrass , Mark 
Timpany, Cory Wumkes, Rick 
Wumkes, Lonny Youngblood 
ALL-STATE WINNERS 
VOCAL: Josie Findlay, Ann Healy, 
Jenny Doug. Not pictured: Shelley 
Tharp 
.ORCHESTRA: Bob Thompson, Anna 
M. Kratzenstein, Paul Michaelides 
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Musicians Earn State Honors 
( 1) DIVISION I WINDS: Clarinet solo- Jenny 
Nicholas (Accompanist - Sharon Rogers); 
Woodwind duet - Jeanne Harris, Jenny Ni-
cholas; Brass duet - Paul Strickland, Brett 
Froyen. DIVISION II WINDS : Flute solo -
Jeanne Harris; Brass quartet - Brett Froyen, 
Curt Kouri, Jeff Laylin, Paul Strickland. 
(2) DIVISION l VOCAL SOLOISTS: Ann Hea-
ly, Donna Howard, Judy Diedrichs, Tammy 
Bright, Josie Findlay, Barb Froyen. DIVISION 
II VOCAL SOLOISTS: Shelley Tharp, Laura 
Albrecht, Julie Hyde, Sue Zeigler, Katie 
Thompson. 
(3) DIVISION I PIANO: Jenny Doud, Kim 
Nielsen. 
(4) DIVISION I STRINGS: Violin solos -
Anna Maria Kratzenstein, Chris Michaelides; 
Cello solos - Bob Thompson, Paul Michae-
lides; String Bass solo - Matt Glascock; 
Viola solo - Chris Micha elides; Cello duets 
- Paul Micha elides and Mark Smith, Bob 
Thompson and Matt Glascock; Violin duet -
Anna Maria Kratzenstein, Chris Michaelides; 
Violin-Cello duet - Chris Michaelides, Bob 
Thompson; String trio - Chris Micha elides, 
Kim Nielson, Bob Thompson; String quintet 
- Anna Maria Kratzenstein, Bryan Glascock, 
Kris Redalin, Paul Michaelides, Carol Glas-
cock; String sextet - Kristina Scott, Kate 
Smalley, Carol Glascock, Ted Hovel, Matt 
Rekers , Karen Brazel; Chamber orchestra -
Bryan Glascock, Chris Michaelides, Kristina 
Scott, Tim Gish, Anna Maria Kratzenstein, 
Judy Diedrichs, Kim Nielsen, Carol Glas-
cock, Bob Thompson, Paul Michaelides, Matt 
Glascock. DIVISION II STRINGS : Violin solo 
- Bryan Glascock; Cello solos - Matt Glas-
cock, Mark Smith. 
Junior Musicians Seek Harmony 
(1-2) Jr. High chorus on a 
busy day. ( 3) Karen Brazel 
and Beth Finsand . ( 4) Clari-
netists hannonize . ( 5) Betsy 
and Steve await their cue. 
(6) Sandy Spray, Christina 
Scott, and Jenny Delfs. (7) 
Eric and Todd absorbed in 
their music. (8) Mr. Naylor 
gives advice. (9) Lisa and 
Roz, flutists; Cheryl Coro,. 
oboist. (10) Daryl Mosley 
and Matt Rekers. 
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Strictly Speaking In Record NuIIlbers 
HOME SPEECH CONTEST ANTS: Front 
row, Bryan Glascock, Doug Durbala, Judy 
Diedrichs, Robin Gish, Sharon Rogers, 
Stephanie Mattson, Jenny Doug, Andy 
Schwandt; Second row, Jeff Williams, Ann 
Healy, Jenny Nicholas, Jeanne Harris, Lee 
Potter, Diane Delay, Cameron Muhic; 
Third row, Jeff Laylin, Shelley Tharp, 
Roxanne Hellman, Stephanie Hatcher, 
Greg Browning, Tracy Timson, Carrie Dil-
lon; Fourth row, Dirk Mazula , John Die -
drichs , Katy Thompson, Kari Le bed a , Bri -
an Taylor; Back row, Leonard Scovel, 
Mike Leymaster, David Alberts, Kerisa 
Chung, Kevin Winburn, Steve Greenwood. 
STATE SPEECH CONTESTANTS: Front 
row, Doug Durbala I, Judy Diedrichs I, 
Robin Gish I & II, Sharon Rogers I, 
Stephanie Mattson I, Jenny Doug I; 
Second row, Shelley Tharp I, Ann Hea -
ly I, Jenny Nicholas I ( 2) , Jeanne Harris 
II, Lee Potter I, Diane Delay II; Third 
row, Dirk Mazula I , John Diedrichs II , 
Greg Browning I, Mr . Butzier; Back 
row, Kevin Winburn II, Katy Thompson 
II, Brian Taylor I. OUTSTANDING 
PERFORMERS: Dave Chung (Lit. Pro-
gram), Lee Potter (Prose Interp.), 
Sharon Rogers (Original Oratory). 
( 1) Sharon Rogers and Mr. Butzier go 
over details. (2) Diane Delay and Doug 
Durbala discuss what events to hear . (3) 
Jenny Doud shows how to act at State 
Speech Contest. (4) The Devil seems to 
enjoy Lee's selection. (5) Robin can 
smile ; she is done . ( 6) Dave discusses 
his selctions in Mr. Butzier I s office . 

Baseball's A Hit 
After a hard-fought tournament game with State Champion Don 
Bosco, the Panthers fell short in thirteen innings by one run. We'll 
be tough in 179, too, returning everyone except Tony Bender, who 
was leading pitcher and hitter with a 5-7 record and a . 308 bat-
ting average. John Mattson was also batting . 291. The entire 
team's batting average was .212 for the season. In conference 
play our record was 6 wins , 8 losses; overall 8-14. Watch our re -
turning lettermen: Dennis Washington, Eric Finsand, Kevin 
Mueller, Jim Hayes, Duke Dierks, John Mattson, Doug Cory, 
Dave Durbala, Curtis Nielsen, and Justy Doud. 
:ti~ ~i= 
1978 BASEBALL TEAM : Front row, Manager Paul Schneider. Sec-
ond row, Dave Alberts, Rod Cory, Tim Gish, Doug Larsen, Brian 
Taylor, . Justy Doud, Doug Cory, Doug Keiser, Curtis Nielsen, 
Dave Durbala. Back row, Coach Bob Schneider, John Mattson, Jon 
Nieman, Duke Dierks, Eric Finsand, Kevin Mueller, Jim Hayes, 
Tony Bender, Gary Ewalt, Dennis Washington, Clark Taylor, Stu-
dent Coach Brown. 
(1) All-Conference honoree, Tony Bender, winds up. (2) Curt 
Nielsen was named All-Conference honorable mention. (3) We 1rf 
all in this together! (4) Eric moves in. (5) Jim practices to en-
dorse bubble gum. (6) The end of another good game. (7) Kevin 
at catch. 
Opponent 
Denver 
West Waterloo 
Jesup 
North Tama 
Hudson 
Eldora 
Gnmdy Center 
La Porte 
Ackley-Geneva 
Djke 
North Tama 
Wudson 
Eldora 
dar Falls 
dy Center 
laPorte 
Don Bosco 
Wapsie Valley 
Ackley-Geneva 
Dike 
1978 Baseball Results 
We 
2 
4 
16 
3 
7 
3 
2 
4 
5 
4 
0 
6 
0 
0 
4 
8 
0 
10 
3 
Dysart-Geneseo (sectional) 
Don Bosco (sectional) 
8 
4 
2 
-
They 
10 
16 
9 
10 
6 
8 
s 
1 
1 
1 
7 
4 
10 
s 
3 
9 
4 
13 
6 
9 
0 
3 
Softball Tea1n Gains Experience 
No matter what others say, the N. U. girls know there I s nothing 
11 soft 11 about softball. We practice hard, twice a day, some-
times even at seven a.m. ! Because many team members were 
new, we spent a lot of time on basics. Jenny Corkrean, pitcher 
for UNl's women's team, helped a great deal. We'd lost three 
seniors at major positions - first base, shortstop, catcher. But 
Melanie Lange took first base like a pro, and Josie Findlay 
switched from outfield to do a great job at catch. Everyone 
worked hard, and all are looking forward to next season. 
1978 SOFI'BALL TEAM: Front row, Rae Marie Finsand, Deb 
Alberts, Becky Van Hauen, Diane Albrecht. Second row, Tra -
cey Anderson, Lisa Strub, Tracy Timson, Melanie Lange , Josie 
Findlay, Martha Wilkinson. Back row, Student Coach Cork-
rean, Teri Powell, Sue Ziegler, Micki Porter, Jean Barron, 
Cathy Card, Katie Thompson, Coach Deb Green, Student 
Coach 'Jo'. Not pictured: Stephanie Mattson. 
(1) Rae Marie. (2) Steph gets advice from Coach Green. (3) 
Lisa hopes for a hit. (4) Micki plans to steal a base. (5) Josie 
and Tracy cheer their teammates. 
Opponent 
North Tama 
Hudson 
Eldora 
Grundy Center 
LaPorte 
Ackley-Geneva 
Dike 
North Tama 
Hudson 
Eldora 
1978 Softball Results 
We 
20 
0 
5 
Grundy Center (forfeit) 
LaP rte 
17 
1 
0 
0 
9 
0 
4 
7 
3 
Ackley-Geneva 
Dike 
Waterloo West 
Waterloo Central (sectional) 
6 
0 
5 
3 
They 
21 
23 
11 
7 
11 
12 
11 
12 
4 
8 
0 
10 
7 
12 
10 
13 
Eight Panthers Earn All-Conference 
Although a pre - season pick to finish fourth, the team tied for second 
place with a 7 - 2 record. Inexperienced, with only three starters re -
turning, we didn't know how good we could become. After winning 
our first two games, we lost two consecutively. But then the inexpe -
rience of preseason was gone and the team performed like veterans. 
Despite losing Todd Redaien, Cory Wumkes and Jeff Schmidt early in 
the season, we won the last five games in a row. 
After the exciting Eldora game, the team was shocked by Mark 
Myers' accidental death. We decided to dedicate the remaining 
games to Mark. That week practice was terrible, but the team 
played superbly and trounced Dike 28-8. 
Our closest call , the Dunkerton game , was won on a 65-yard Mueller 
to Washington touchdown pass with 52 seconds left. With many prov-
en players, next year's outlook is bright. 
1978 Varsity Football Results 
Opponent We 
Affison-Bristow 26 
Grundy Center 12 
Hudson 7 
Ackley-Geneva 8 
North Tama 36 
LaPorte 44 
Eldora 21 
Dike 28 
Dunkerton 8 
Theb 
7 
20 
21 
20 
0 
20 
8 
7 
1978 VARSITY TEAM: Front row, Mike Sabbath, Leon Wessels, Jon Nieman, Eric Finsand, Todd Redalen, Mike Ryan, 
Tim Sulentic, Dennis Washington, Kevin Mueller, Duke Dierks, Mike Beckman, Mark Myers, Doug Keiser, Dane Dierks, 
Don Davids. Second row, Rick Bre_mner, Glenn Bishop, Mark Miller, Jeff Williams, Dave Durbala, Cory Wumkes, Kevin 
Ryan, Clark Taylor, Ken Haman, Joe Burbridge, Doug Cory, Matt Gill, Greg Snodgrass, Head Coach Dennis Kettner, Stu-
dent Coach Akers. Third row, Student Coach Feldt, Ricky Johnson, Blair Brewer, Mike Hayes, Wesley Washington, Paul 
Steele, Dave Schwandt, Jeff Laylin, Dave Tredwell, Matt Delay, Dan Shepard, Wayne Roby, Arya Farinpour, Student 
Coach Fertig. Last row, Mgr. Mark Nurre, Asst. Coach Bob Schneider, John Olson, Steve Nelsen, Student Coach Piper, Joe 
Hunt, Steve Greenwood, Bruce Keeling, Matt Glascock, Jan Pulkrabek, Justy Doud, Mgr. Randy Nicholas, Curt Kouri, 
Mgr. Dick Ellis, Dave Alberts, Mgr. Chele Wunkes, Rick Wumkes, Rod Cory, Cameron Muhic . 
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Honors 
( 1) Coach Kettner gives some pointers to Leon 
Wessels. (2) Practice makes perfect, Pan-
thers. (3) John Mattson displays his fancy 
footwork while swerving to avoid the oppo-
nent. ( 4) Panthers strut their stuff. ( 5) Kevin 
Mueller avoids the Redhawk defense. (6) Ke-
vin discusses tactics and Leon says, ' 'Get your 
mind on the game . 1 1 
Six varsity players were awarded North Iowa 
Cedar League All-Conference Honors: offen-
sive lineman Kevin Ryan, offensive backs 
Kevin Mueller and Eric Finsand, defensive 
lineman John Mattson, and linebackers Duke 
Dierks and Leon Wessels. Mike Ryan and 
Dennis Washington earned Honorable Men-
tion. 
EIGI-ITH GRADE FOOTBALL TEAM: 
Front row, Student Coach Planton, 
Student Coach Wilcox, Kevin Horn-
back, Neil Davis, Mark DeBoer, Paul 
Rider, Darle Mosley, Lanny Johnson. 
Second row, Steven Wells, Lowell 
Tietje, Todd Timmerman, Jason 
Smith, David Landau, Paul Bur-
bridge, Don Findlay. Third row, 
Delbert Rittgers, Ward Zischke, Greg 
Starbeck, Curtis Sisk, Quinn Cald-
well, Terry Seufferlein, Harold 
Parker, Barry Jones, Bill Perkins. 
(1) Mike Ryan watches the action. (2) 
Coach Kettner, Dennis Washington and 
Tim Sulentic - The Three Musketeers. 
(3) "Awgee, 11 says Kris, "Todd's just 
my brother. ' ' ( 4) Eric Finsand takes a 
minute to rest. (5) The Little Panthers run 
another successful play. ( 6) Dennis Wash-
ington looks for a hole as Mike Ryan come 
to his aid. 
Volleyball Added To Girls Athletics 
The first year of girls volleyball at NUHS was successful. Lisa 
Strub helped the team as the leading spiker; Robin Hellman added 
her ability to block; Josie Findlay's serve added many points; Ann 
Healy effectively controlled the ball with the bump; and Denise 
Carbiener proved to be an excellent utility player. Many others 
team members were very supportive and did a fine job. We par-
ticipated in the district tournament. Next year we hope to have a 
bigger and better team, with a lot of returning talent. 
1978 VOLLEYBALL TEAM: Front row, Sue Ziegler, Martha Wil-
kinson, Carrie Dillon, Lisa Strub, Katie Thompson, Tracey An-
derson. Back row, Ro~in Hell~a~, Melanie Lange, Ann Healy, 
Sue Green, Jolon Bunting, Josie Findlay, Pat Ryan. Not pictured: 
Denise Carbiener 
(1) Martha bumps the ball. (2) A word of encouragement from 
Coach Geadelmann. ( 3) Micki Porter. ( 4) Ann will lean over 
backward to help the team effort. (5) Melanie Lange impresses 
Josie Findlay. 
1978 Girls Volleyball Results 
Opponent 
Janesville Scrimmage 
Grundy Center Lost 9-15, 7-15, 8-15 
Grundy Center Lost 3-15, 5-15, 15-6, 9-15 
Don Bosco Lost 1-151.3•15, 4-15 
Dike Won 15 13, 15-16, 9-15, 15-4 
Districts: 
East Waterloo lolt 8-15, 11-15 
Waterloo Central I.alt !- t-S, 4-15 
Columbus Lost 1-15, 8-15 
Dike Won 17-15, 21-15, 15-5 
Upperclassmen Face Young Swim Team 
The NUHS swim program is unique. The team has talent and 
support, a special thanks to the cheerleaders, but we lack 
depth. Probably our biggest handicap is having four different 
coaches in the past four years. 
Our upperclassmen showed good leadership. Our best diver, 
Steve Chmielewski, would have had a good chance to go to 
state, but was injured just before districts. Eric Finsand was 
a breaststroker who also swam the medley relay. Mark Mill-
er was our distance swimmer. Mike Sabbath was probably 
our fastest sprinter. My specialty was backstroke and indi-
vidual medley. 
We have some really strong and improving underclassmen. 
Rod Cory and Dave Jorgensen were picked as most improved 
swimmers. Greg Snodgrass was a strong freestyler. These 
swimmers and the other underclassmen show great promise, 
and I hope they have good years to come. 
~~-½ 
Opponent 
Metro Meet 
1978-79 Boys Swim Results 
We 
East Waterloo 
Bobcat Relays 
Waterloo Central 
Iowa City West 
Iowa City High 
Marshalltown 
Tiger Invitational 
West Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Newton 
Charles City 
East Waterloo 
Waterloo Central 
Mason City 
West Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Districts 
3rd of 7 teams 
43 
6th of 6 teams 
45 
S3 
6th of 6 teams 
27 
18 
33 
89 
37 
90 
31 
30 
40 
7th of 11 teams 
They 
38 
37 
62 
37 
121 
56 
64 
48 
83 
45 
81 
51 
52 
129 
rr~.~~~~.~~-i;~.~+~.~~+~.~+~.~ 
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BOYS VARSITY SWIM TEAM: Front row , Fred Han-
sen, Dave Wells, Todd DeBoer, Scott Olson; Second 
row, Manager Ann Healy, Mark Peterson, Jan Pulkra-
bek, Curt Kouri, Dave Jorgensen, Doug Larsen ; Third 
row, Ken Brown, Rod Cory, Asst. Coach Hansen, Greg 
Snodgrass; Back row, Doug Cory, Mike Sabbath, Steve 
Chmielewski, Mark Miller, Eric Finsand, Coach 
LaRue. Not pictured, Barry Ewalt . 
( 1) Coaches Hansen, W estemeyer and LaRue stand by 
swimming lettermen Rod, Doug, Greg, Mike and 
Mark. (2) Doug Cory voted most valuable swimmer . 
(3) ( ! * ?/ * !)Mike's hair does stay combed under 
water! (4) Ken shows good form as the rest of the 
team watches. (5) Feeding time! (6) Doug 1 'flies' 1 to 
victory. (7) Rod glides past our specially- built under-
water camera. (8) Mark's dive leaves 'em all behind . 
(9) Curt always liked breast best. (10) Dave was voted 
' 'most improved swimmer. 1 1 
~(L StJu<.h 
~❖~~+~+¥15:...~+~+~-;--~+~~+~+~-;,,-~+~ 
Girls Compete In Tough NICL 
Conference 
Lack of experience handicapped the girls' basketball team this 
season in a very tough conference which included teams that 
!inished third and fourth in the state tournament. Only two sen-
iors were on the squad at the end of the season: Forward Robin 
Hellman contributed an average of 11. 2 points a game and 
Guard Stephanie Mattson averaged one steal and 6. 2 rebounds. 
Two juniors on the team, Guards Mel Lange and Holly Hen-
drickson, averaged 2. 8 and 7. 5 rebounds respectively. Another 
starter, sophomore Lisa Strub, added 30. 9 points per game . 
The third forward was either Tracey Timson, Teri Powell, or 
Terri Michel. · 
The high point of the year came when we beat Dike in the last 
game of the regular season and then beat Waterloo West in the 
first game of the sectional tournament. In 1979-80 we will still 
have a young team with seven returning letter winners. We all 
hope to continue where we left off this season, winning at the 
1978-79 GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM: Front 
row, Heidi Hendrickson, Lisa Strub, Stephanie Matt-
so11, Robin Hellman, Melanie Lange, Holly Hendrick-
son; Back row, Manager Kari Lebeda, Terri Powell, 
Teri Michel, Carrie Dillon, Tracey Timson, Martha 
Wilkinson, Cathy Card, Pat Ryan, Coach Hawn, St. 
Coach Miller, Coach Primrose. 
(1) Coaches Hawn, Miller and Primrose. (2) Mel and 
Steph stop an opponent from making a basket. ( 3) Li-
sa's style earned second team All-Conference honors. 
(4) Mel drives by to make a point. (5) Holly Hen-
drickson. (6) Robin's about to chalk up another two 
points. (7) Steph takes a breather. (8) Tracey breezes 
by an opponent. 
beginning and continuing to do so. ~ ~ \. 
~~~~~+~+~+~+~+~+~~+~+~+~+~~ 
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1978-79 GIRLS JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM: 
Front row, Jean Barron, Laura Albrecht, Teri Michel, Terri 
Powell, Martha Wilkinson, Tracey Anderson, Sue Zeigler, 
Tammy Mortensen; Back row, Coach Hawn, St. Coach 
Miller, Carrie Dillon, Pat Ryan, Tracey Timson, Cathy 
Card, Heidi Hendrickson, Managers Kari Lebeda and Tami 
Hansen, Coach Primrose. Not pictured, Anna Kratzenstein. 
1978-79 GIRLS JUNIOR HIGH TEAMS: EIGHTH GRADE 
Front row, Betsy Kelly, Amy Hendrickson, Debra Brown, 
Beth Finsand, Rosalyn Hellman, Cheryl Coro, Kelly Gress, 
Sandy Spray, Kari Schilling; Second row, Karen Brasel, 
Jennifer Delfs, Sandy Pederson, Jill Duea, Diane McLaugh-
lin, Carol Glascock, Wendy Jorgensen, Christie Dillon, 
Carolyn Uhl. 
SEVENTH GRADE Third row, Lisa Kincaid, Megan Kamer-
ick, Debbie Teig, Eileen Malm, Ann Becker, Anna Lam-
berti, Ellen Campbell, Sylvia Morgan; Top row, Dephne 
O1Neal, Lorrie Tietje, Gloria Guldager, Jenny Snodgrass, 
Sandy Snodgrass, Mary Hayes, Leann Fremont, Shawn Ush-
er, Lisa Nieman. Not pictured, Claudia Kratzenstein. 
1978-79 Girls Basketball Results 
Opponent 
Reinbeck 
North Tama 
Hudson 
East WaUrloo 
Grundy Center 
Eldora 
LaPorte City 
Ackley-Geneva 
Dike 
North Tama 
West Waterloo 
Hudson 
Grundy Center 
Eldora 
LaPorte City 
Ackley-Geneva 
Dike 
West Waterloo (Sectional) 
Grundy Center (Sectional) 
Reinbeck (Sectional) 
We 
46 
40 
53 
47 
55 
44 
46 
49 
52 
34 
55 
52 
32 
68 
46 
26 
75 
48 
56 
46 
n;{ 
73 
102 
54 
82 
66 
87 
96 
61 
72 
62 
97 
87 
82 
87 
76 
74 
47 
77 
74 
Determined Boys Team Has Excellent 
Season 
Success was the story of the boys' basketball team in 1978-79. 
Although victories were prevalent in this 17 - 5 season, there 
were a few let-downs that stick in everyones' minds. Perhaps 
the greatest of these was the opening round, two point loss to 
fifth rated Tripoli in districts I a game which popped the bubble 
of the dream that this team has had of going to state since sev-
enth grade. 
But hold your heads high Panthers I for we have much to be 
proud of from this season : a second-place finish in the tough 
NICL conference; the first sectional championship for this 
school since 1969; all-conference honors for forwards Jim 
Hayes and Tim Sulentic; all-state honorable mention for Jim 
Hayes. And finally, perhaps the most important aspect of this 
season is that a group of six seniors - Mike Ryan, Dennis 
Washington, Kevin Mueller, Jeff Schmidt, Tim Sulentic, Jim 
Hayes - and the supporting underclassmen were proud to call 
1978-79 BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM: Front 
row, Kevin Mueller, Jeff Schmidt, Tim Sulentic, Jim 
Hayes, Mike Ryan, Dennis Washington; Top row, 
Coach Schneider, Justy Doud, Tim Gish, John Matt-
son, Clark Taylor, Todd Tracy, Managers Doug 
Powell and Steve Alberts. Not pictured I Curt Nielsen, 
Manager Todd Timmerman. 
(1) Tim Sulentic at the freethrow line. (2) Kevin 
Mueller in action. (3) Boy, are we energetic! (4) 
John Mattson doesn't break under pressure. (5) Dennis 
shows his style. (6) 1 'Go out there and fight, Clark! 11 
(7) The NUHS basketball team leads the pack. (8) 
Mike sure can jump, can't he? (9) Jim Hayes made 
All-Conference first team and Tim Sulentic received 
Honorable Mention. ( 10) Jim thrives on making the 
tough ones. 
themselves TEAM. I:~ 
~~.Jr-.... ~L ..... ~;,,.~ ..... Jr-.... ~~ ..... ~ .... ~ ..... Jr-.... ~~ 
1978-79 BOYS JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM: 
Front row, John Becker, Davis Sell, John Oates, Brian 
Taylor, Brett Froyen, Justy Doud, John Olson; Top row, 
Coach Becker, Mike Hayes, David Alberts, Tim Gish, 
David Delafield, Bob Thompson, David Vilmain, Leon-
ard Scovel, Manager Kevin Winburn, Not pictured, Curt 
Nielsen, Doug Keiser. 
1978-79 BOYS JUNIOR HIGH TEAMS: EIGHTH GRADE 
Front row, Ted Hovet, Paul Rider, Quinn Caldwell, Ter-
ry Seufferlein, Bill Perkins, Curtis Sisk, Eric Nielsen, 
Delbert Rittgers, Neil Davis; Second row, Kevin Horn-
back, Ward Zischke, Don Findlay, Lanny Johnson, Darle 
Mosley, Greg Starbeck, Barry Jones, Harold Parker. Not 
pictured, Todd Timmerman. 
SEVENTH GRADE Front row, Sean Nelson, Brian Al-
brecht, Ben Bishop, Steve Alberts, Fred Johnson, Matt 
Rekers, John Hanson, Todd Maxson, Mike Mc Colley; 
Top row, Coach R. Strub, Brendan Phelps, Grant Iver-
son, David Lu, Calvin Strong, Lee Cherry, Matt McCol-
ley, Chip Koch. 
1978-79 Boys Basketball Results 
Opponent We 
Dunkerton 67 
Janesville 83 
North Tama 68 
Hudson 41 
Grundy Center 76 
Eldora 55 
LaPorte City 60 
Ackley-Geneva 56 
Dike 43 
North Tama 47 
Hudson 35 
GrundyCenter 76 
Eldora 84 
LaPorte City 82 
Ackley-Geneva 43 
Dike 42 
Urbana 70 
Janesville 55 
Janesville (Sectional) SO 
bike (Sectional) 64 
Hudson (Sectional) 44 
Tripoli (Dutrlct) 56 
They 
45 
45 
31 
27 
64 
46 
42 
~9 
60 
42 
32 
52 
52 
55 
45 
51 
63 
38 
35 
51 
40 
58 
(1) Kevin Mueller. (2) End of the sea-
son. ( 3) Mike pits himself against all 
odds. (4) The ''D'' (Dennis Washing-
ton). (5) Strategy, that's the key! (6) 
Defense, Justy ! (7) Mike Ryan and Tim 
Sulentic prove you just can't stop that 
Panther machine. (8) Dance of the Su-
gar Plum Fairy. ( 9) Jim shows All- Con -
ference fonn. 
Golfers Place Third In State 
1979 was a great year for the golf team, finishing third in the Class 
1-A State Meet after winning the Sectional Tournament and District 
eet. The team also finished second in the Conference Meet and the 
Parkersburg Invitational, took fourth in the Grundy Center Invita-
·onal, and wound up the season with a 5 and 1 record in dual meet 
competition. Team members established seven team and sixteen in-
aividual, all-time scoring records during the season. 
1979 Golf Results 
~1f/dk 
Kevin Mueller set eight NU course records to bring his total to ten; 
he also set new home, away and overall scoring average marks, took 
medalist honors in the NICL and Sectional Meets, and was medalist 
runner-up in the Grundy Center Invitational and District Meets. 
1979 GOLF TEAM: Front row, Mark Timpany, Kevin Winburn, Dale 
Dorman, Todd Tracy; Back row, St. Coach Kim Foss, Dave Dur -: 
bala, Kevin Mueller, Jim Hayes, Tim Sulentic, Jeff Williams, Doug 
Durbala, Coach Due:1 . 
(1) Doug Durbala lines up the ball. (2) Kevin drops in his ball while 
no one looks. (3) Mr. Duea 1s office after the District Meet. (4) Tim 
Sulentic. (5) Tim and Kevin. (6) Jim Hayes and Todd Tracy. (7) 
Dave Durbala putts around. 
Opponent 
Ackley-Geneva 
Hudson 
Eldora 
Triangular 
LaPorte City 
Hudson 
Quadrangular 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo East 
Waterloo Central 
Ackley-Geneva 
Hudson 
Quadrangular 
Eldora 
North Tama 
Hudson 
LaPorte City 
Toumaments 
Gnindy Center Invitational 
NICL Meet (LaPorte City) 
Parkersburg Invitational 
Sectional (Pheasant Ridge) 
~~l,-;--.1\~~I,~-;.,.-~ .. \~"~I,-;--~~ District (Tripoli) l'-+ ~~,+~'I~~,,~ + ~~l'~ State Meet (Iowa City) 
We 
169 
163 
168 
154 
335 
154 
164 
179 
171 
164 
177 
324 
334 
335 
151 
182 
173 
189 
194 
182 
Place 
4th 
2nd 
2nd 
1st 
1st 
3rd 
g;~-;--~~.~-;--~.,,.__~-;--~ 
Girls Track Strives For Quality 
The 1979 Girls Track Team consisted of seventeen girls: one 
senior, three juniors and the remainder underclassmen. How-
ever, quality I not quantity I was the motto throughout the sea -
son. Headed by our new coach, Steve DeSerano, the girls bet-
tered their times throughout the season and finished strong at 
Districts. 
Kim Tietje placed second in the 220 dash at Districts, as did 
the 440 relay team of Roxanne Hellman, Terri Michel, Pat 
Ryan and Kim Tietje . Trina o 1Neal did consistently well in the 
long jump, and the mile relay quartet of Robin Hellman, Joan 
Schoneman, Carrie Dillon and Pat Ryan placed frequently. At 
the Conference Meet at Hudson, many relays placed and turned 
in best personal performances. 
Overall, the season was good with great team spirit and sup-
port. Best wishes to next year's team. 
1979 Cirls Track Results 
Meet Name 
Ackley Raiderette Relays 
Waterloo Central Invitational 
Dike Invitational 
East Waterloo Dual 
Districts 
Eldora Dual 
Conference 
N.U. Points 
3 
28 
8 
67 
19 
34 
Place 
15th 
4th 
11th 
1st 
10th 
2nd 
8th 
K~~ 
~~~~~+~+~+~~+~+~~~+~+~+~+~ 
GIRLS VARSITY TRACK TEAM: Front row, Joan Schoneman, 
Roxanne Hellman, Tammy Bright, Manager Tammy Mortensen; 
Second row Carrie Dillon, Kim Tietje, Jean Barron, Pat Ryan, 
Katie Thompson, Sue Ziegler; Third row, Coach De Serano, Lisa 
Johnson, Teresa Schoneman, Terri Michel, Laura Albrecht, Teri 
Powell, Tracey Anderson, Trina 0 1Neal. Not pictured: Robin 
Hellman 
JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS TRACK TEAM: Front row, Sandy Spray, 
Cheryl Goro, Christie Dillon, Michelle McCain, Carol Glascock, 
Holly Hendrickson, Carolyn Uhl; Second row, Wendy Jorgensen, 
Pam Burris, Suzanne Mork, Dawn Michel, Beth Finsand, Betsy 
Kelly, Jill Duea, Rosalyn Hellman; Third row, Melissa Rohr-
baugh, Sandy Snodgrass, Debra Brown, Lisa Kincaid, Coach 
Green, Amy Hendrickson, Mary Hayes, Debbie Teig; Fourth row, 
Eileen Malm, Gloria Guldager, Megan Kamerick, Leann Fre -
mont, Jenny Snodgrass, Sheila Sisk, Shawn Usher; Back row, 
Anna Lamberti, Sylvia Morgan, St. Coach Clark, Laura Young, 
Daphne 0 1Neal, Ellen Campbell, Lorrie Tietje. 
(1) Pat Ryan stretches for distance. (2) Roxanne pours on the 
power in the last stretch. ( 3) Robin soars over the hurdles. ( 4 )' 
Tammy Bright winds up for her discus throw. ( S) Trina takes her 
run at the long jump. (6) Carrie Dillon places first in the 440. (7) 
Sue Ziegler (8) Jean Barron passes the baton to Teri Powell. (9) 
Joan Schoneman breaks the tape. 
Boys Track Team Sprints Ahead 
Under strong direction from Coach Ahrabi-Fard, Boys Track had a very 
good year. We had a big nucleus of strong sprinters to help win 880 re-
lays and other sprint events. The relay team of Arya Farinpour, Wesley 
Washington, Dennis Washington, and Ken Haman took third at the State 
Meet in the 880 relays. Bryan Glascock was also very competative in 
this event, and Clark Taylor provided leadership for the sprinters. 
Our best distance men, Greg Snodgrass and David Vilmain, will be re-
turning, fortunately. They both have a lot of spirit and were responsible 
for our new Stallion batons. Freshman Blair Brewer shows real promise as 
a two miler. For the first time in years, the weight men gave us points 
- Matt Gill, Jan Pulkrabek and Rick Wumkes. We'll miss men like 
Dennis Washington, who also placed fourth in State in the long jump, 
but I'm looking forward to a good season next year. 
1979 Boys Track Results 
Meet Name N. U. Finish 
Cedar Falls Dual (J. V.) 1st of 2 
Columbus Relays 2nd of 8 
Dike , Ackley Triangular 2nd of 3 
Eldora, LaPorte Triangular 1st of 3 
Dike Dual 1st of 2 
District 4th of 18 
Conference 2nd of. 8 
BOYS VARSITY TRACK TEAM: Front row, Chris Mi-
chaelides, John Mattson, Bryan Glascock, Dennis 
Washington, Clark Tayor, Ken Haman, Matt Gill, St. 
Coach Gates; Second row, Denise Carbiener, Dane 
Dierks, Glenn Bishop, Doug Larson, Wesley Washing-
ton, Greg Snodgrass, David Vilmain, John Rohrbaugh, 
Bob Thompson, Dave Delafield, Vince Howard; Third 
row, Coach Ahrabi-Fard, Tim Gish, Rick Wumkes, 
Jim Tarr, Curt Kouri, Jan Pulkrabek, Matt Glascock, 
Blair Brewer, Brian Taylor, Joe Hunt, Justy Doud, John 
Oates. Not Pictured: Arya Farinpour 
JUNIOR HIGH BOYS TRACK TEAM: Front row, Coach 
Kettner, Kent Rogers, Darle Mosley, Manager Pat 
McGee; Second row, Delbert Ritgers, Lowell Tietje, 
Gary Fisher, Carl Little, Barry Jones, Terry Seuffer-
lein; Third row, Eric Nielson, Quinn Caldwell, Greg 
Starbeck, Mark DeBoer, Curtis Sisk, Lannie Johnson, 
Don Findlay; Fourth row, Sean Nelson, Fred Thomp-
son, Mike McColley; Back row, Matt Rekers, Calvin 
Strong, Lee Cherry, John Hanson, Brian Albrecht, 
Steve Alberts, Brendan Phelps. Not pictured: Bill Per-
kins 
(1) Bryan Glascock hands off to Dave Vilmain. (2) 
Glenn Bishop throws the shot. ( 3) Ken Haman breaks 
the tape first, again. (4) John Mattson proved to be a 
strong hurdler. (5) Freshman, Arya Farinpour shows his 
talent by coming in first. ( 6) Long jumper, John 
Rohrbaugh. (7) Dennis Washington. (8) State qualifi-
ers, Ken Haman, Wesley Washington, Dennis Wash-
ington, Arya Farinpour. (9) Weight man, Matt Gill 
throws the discus. (10) Dave Vilmain and John Rohr-
baugh check their times. (11) Wesley Washington. 
(12) Long distance men, John Rohrbaugh and Greg 
Snodgrass. 
Practice Improves Girls Tennis Team 
Our tennis team this season made great efforts and accomplished much! 
With practice beginning in March, we worked on basic strokes, net play 
and strategy for both singles and doubles. We won four meets against 
nine tough opponents and many of the matches were close . I 'm sure the 
team would agree that as tennis players we all improved one-hundred 
percent - thanks to the coaching of Ms. ( 1 'Our Advantage 11 ) Hawn. 
1979 Girls Tennis Results 
1979 GIRLS VARSITY TENNIS TEAM: Front row, Tracy Timson, Kris 
Redalen, Melanie Lange; Back row, Julie Hyde, Amy Lindemann, Su-
san Snodgrass, Robin Gish, Peggy Primrose, Coach Hawn. 
(1) Robin Gish keeps her eye on the ball. (2) Peggy Primrose stays on 
her toes. ( 3) Kris Redal en prepares to return the ball. ( 4) Sue Snod-
grass. ( 5) Number One player, Julie Hyde, reaches for a low one. 
Opponent 
Eldora 
Grundy Center 
East Waterloo 
LaPorte City 
Waterloo Central 
East Waterloo 
West Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Eldora 
South Tama 
Waterloo Central 
Cedar Falls 
Columbus 
Grundy Center 
We 
4 
2 
6 
1 
4 
6 
1 
2 
3 
0 
6 
2 
0 
4 
They 
s 
7 
3 
8 
s 
3 
8 
7 
6 
9 
3 
7 
9 
3 
Underclassmen Raise A Racket 
Although the spring season was often hampered by discouraging 
weather, the boys tennis team as a whole improved greatly from 
the very beginning to the final stroke of the ball. With one of the 
youngest teams ever to play tennis for N. U., there was still an 
excellent amount of skillful tennis playing ability, as there has 
always been. I've been proud to be a part of the great team efforts 
at N. U. over the years, and I wish for the continued success of the 
team in the coming seasons. 
~~ 
1979 BOYS VARSITY TENNIS TEAM: Front row, Doug Powell, 
Doug Keiser, Rick Bremner, Eric Finsand; Back row, Jim Seuffer-
lein, Bert Gilgen, Dirk Mazula, Brett Froyen. Not pictured: Mark 
Wray 
( 1) Rick Bremner returns an opponent I s serve. ( 2) Brett Froyen 
waits for his opponent to recover. ( 3) Bert reaches for a high one, 
almost four feet! (4) Dirk Mazula. (5) Doug Keiser swings under-
handed. (6) Jim's aggressive serve aces the competition. 
1979 Boys Tennis Results 
Opponent We 
Charles City 7 
Dubuque Wahlert 2 
East Waterloo 9 
Cedar Falls 3 
Columbus 4 
Eldora 8 
Grundy Center 5 
Columbus 6 
Cedar Falls 2 
Waterloo Central 2 
Cedar Rapids Washington 2 
They 
2 
7 
0 
6 
5 
1 
4 
3 
7 
7 
7 
Best Prices 
$3.QQ 
Gasoline vf 7 { fa,t/nz 
Album<: :J 7 • fio 
Jeans J 2 5'- DO {.l. 'fw14 
75'<f 

Juniors:''Wanna Buy a Seat Cushion?" 
Mike Beckman 
Tammy Bright 
Joe Burbridge 
Denise Carbiener 
Jon Chaffee 
Arlene Cherry 
Dione Chmielewski 
Kenny Clark 
Doug Cory 
Don Davids 
Diane Delay 
David Durbala 
Josie Findlay 
Jolene Ford 
Matt Gill 
Ken Haman 
Tim Hantula 
Jeanne Harris 
Ann Healy 
Roxanne Hellman 
Holly Hendrickson 
Andi Henry 
Julie Hyde 
Mike Jensen 
Christy Koch 
Melanie Lange 
Amy Lindemann 
Mark Maricle 
John Mattson 
Tina McCain 
Trent Michel 
Mark Miller 
Cameron Muhic 
Jenny Nicholas 
Darius Nicholson 
Mark Nurre 
Lee Potter 
Doug Powell 
Peggy Primrose 
Kevin Ryan 
Mike Sabbath 
Dean Salmons 
Joan Schoneman 
Jeff Sell 
Brian Smith 
Sherry Snodgrass 
Sandra Steele 
Carla Tarr 
Shelley Tharp 
Todd Tracey 
Mike Trouten 
Brian Vaughn 
Bruce Vaughn 
Jeff Williams 
Cory Wumkes 
Lonny Youngblood 
Not pictured: 
Richard Chan 
Chris Michaelides 
Clark Taylor 
Kari Ytterhus 
7 
(1) Cory had his Wheaties. (2) Denise, Mike and Brian sell 
Homecoming breakfast tickets . ( 3) Cameron whistles a little 
ditty. (4) Julie and Sherry look at something strange ... (5) 
Need we say more? (Tammy). (6) Football Manager Mark 
Nurre. (7) Ladies Aid chat over breakfast. (8) Dave ponders 
his missing shirt. (9) Richard Chan. (10) Jolene Ford. (11) 
Josie finds computer programming fascinating. (12) Carla 
and Peg ham it up. (13) Dean and Bruce rediscover the 
atomic theory. (14) Mel, it works better with two skis. 
83 
Sophomores: 
Ruth Aanensen 
Lisa Anderson 
Glen Bishop 
Brian Bowman 
Rick Bremner 
Kenneth Brown 
Lisa Brown 
Greg Browning 
Jolon Bunting 
Keith Burbridge 
Cathy Card 
Vicki Clark 
Rodney Cory 
Eleanor Crownfield 
Sandra DeBoer 
David Delafield 
John Diedrichs 
Dane Dierks 
Carrie Dillon 
Barry Ewalt 
Kimi Frey 
Brett Froyen 
Brent Hanson 
Heidi Hendrickson 
Vincent Howard 
Sharon Hufferd 
Brent Johnson 
Brice Johnson 
David Jorgensen 
Doug Keiser 
Doug Larsen 
Jeffrey Laylin 
Neil Lindemann 
Sandra Little 
Derek Mazula 
Mike McKinney 
Paul Michaelides 
Jackie Mosley 
Kim Nelson 
Curt Nielsen 
Kim Nielsen 
Alane Norem 
Trina O'Neal 
Kathryn Parker 
Mark Peterson 
Micki Porter 
Kris Redalen 
John Rohrbaugh 
Laura Runkle 
Scott Salmons 
Michael Scharff 
David Schwandt 
Leonard Scovel 
Gregory Snodgrass 
Paul Steele 
Lisa Strub 
Robert Thompson 
Kim Tietje 
Tracy Timson 
David Vilmain 
Wesley Washington 
Joseph Weekley 
Martha Wilkinsor 
Russell Wood 
Mark Wray 
Not pictured : 
Symone Ma 
Reza Maleki 
Punam Mangal 
Adrian Miller 
Saied Nowparvar 
Lynn Powell 
''We've Got Spirit!'' 
(1) Punam, Carrie and Jolon sell macks at the Math Con-
ference. (2) Brett and Dirk's rendition of' 'fingers in the 
socket. 11 (3) Paul looks bored. (4) Kim Tietje refuses to 
give up her toy elephant. (5) Laura, Mike and Ken help 
support the class of 181. (6) Curt talks to Bob's ear. (7) A 
close-up of Leonard. (8) ''There isn't really film in that 
camera, is there? 11 asks Lisa. (9) Martha enjoys a good 
joke. (10) Kimi Frey hunts for a book. (11) Bubble blow-
ers blow bubbly bubbles, Kathy, Jackie, Kris and Jolon. 
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Freshmen: ''Give 
David Alberts 
Kurt Albrecht 
Laura Albrecht 
Tracey Anderson 
Jean Barron 
John Becker 
Blair Brewer 
Tim Camarata 
Kathy Chmielewski 
Brian Chung 
Kerisa Chung 
Todd DeBoer 
Matt Delay 
Justy Doud 
Arya Farinpour 
Darwin Ford 
Guy Fremont 
John Fremont 
Tim Gish 
Matt Glascock 
Steve Greenwood 
Fred Hansen 
Tami Hansen 
Stephanie Hatcher 
Mike Hayes 
Joe Hunt 
Edwin Johnson 
Lisa Johnson 
Ricky Johnson 
Bruce Keeling 
Shelley Kincaid 
Toni Kincaid 
Curt Kouri 
Anna Marie 
Kratzenstein 
Robbin Langhoff 
Kari Lebeda 
Terri Michel 
Tammy Mortensen 
Steve Nelson 
Randy Nicholas 
Joanne Norem 
John Oates 
John Olson 
Veronica O 1Neal 
Teri Powell 
Jan Pulkrabek 
Jill Roberts 
Wayne Roby 
Pat Ryan 
Wendy Salinas 
Teresa Schoneman 
Lee Scott 
David Sell 
Dan Shepherd 
Kevin Smith 
Paul Strickland 
James Tarr 
Brian Taylor 
Rachel Tharp 
Katie Thompson 
Mark Timpany 
David Tredwell 
David Wells 
Kevin Winburn 
RickWumkes 
Sue Zeigler 
Not pictured: 
Mike Leymaster 
Scott Olson 
Molly Stevens 
Us a Chance'' 
( 1) On trombone, Paul Strickland. 
(2) Smile Laura! You're on candid 
camera! (3) Keeka seems pleased. 
(4) Katie dreams of great tomorrows. 
(5) Veronica chats during science .. . 
again! (6) Dave Alberts (the devil 
makes him do it! ) . (7) Tami Hansen 
hopes we'll win. (8) Curt Kouri. (9) 
Terri Mitchell, Teri Powell and Jean 
Barron cheer the football team on. 
( 10) Kari Lebeda helps decorate for 
Homecoming. 
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Eighth Grade: 
Sonya Anderson 
Jennifer Axsom 
Shelly Bell 
Karen Brasel 
Debra Brown 
Pam Burris 
Quinn Caldwell 
Neil Davis 
Mark DeBoer 
Jennifer Delfs 
Christie Dillon 
Jill Duea 
Don Findlay 
Beth Finsand 
Gary Fisher 
Carol Glascock 
Cheryl Coro 
Rosalyn Hellman 
Amy Hendrickson 
Kevin Hornback 
Ted Hovet 
Lanny Johnson 
Barry Jones 
Wendy Jorgensen 
Betsy Kelly 
Lisa Kincaid 
David Landau 
David Lebeda 
Carl Little 
Michele McCain 
Diane McLaughlin 
Suzanne Mork 
Darle Mosley 
Lisa Narveson 
Holly Nicholas 
Cynthia Nicholson 
Michelle 
Niederhauser 
Eric Nielsen 
Harold Parker 
Sandy Pederson 
Bill Perkins 
Richard Rebouche 
Paul Rider 
Delbert Rittgers 
Kent Rogers 
Kenneth Scharff 
Kari Schilling 
Kristina Scott 
Terry Seufferlein 
Curtis Sisk 
Kathryn Smalley 
Jason Smith 
Sandra Spray 
Greg Starbeck 
Lowell Tietje 
Todd Timmerman 
Carolyn Uhl 
Dawn Usher 
Steve Wells 
Ward Zischke 
Not pictured 
Paul Burbridge 
Kelly Gress 
Dawn Michel 
Christine Powell 
88 Ruby Sisk 
''We're Rarin'' to Go!'' 
(1) Beth and Roz work diligently. (2) 
Carl Little makes himself a snack. 
( 3) Dawn, Christie , and Betsie in 
science class. (4) Shelly Bell. (5) 
Kate Smalley. (6) Sue Mork. (7) 
Holly and Jenny enjoy math! ? (8) 
Todd Timmennan, 1 'No, Lisa, that 
should be a S ! 11 (9) Gary Fisher. 
(10) The North Tama eighth grade 
lunch table. ( 11) Writing a book, 
Ruby? (12) Jenny, 1 'What's so fun-
ny, Dawn? 11 
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Seventh Grade: 
Steve Alberts 
Brian Albrecht 
Ann Becker 
Benjamin Bishop 
Ellen Campbell 
Lee Cherry 
Dana Chiatello 
Joe Euchner 
Leann Fremont 
Todd Greenwood 
Troy Greenwood 
Gloria Guldager 
John Hanson 
Mary Hayes 
Sheryl Hornback 
Grant Iverson 
Fred Johnson 
Lewis Johnson 
Megan Kamerick 
Chip Koch 
Claudia 
Kratzenstein 
Jill Kulper 
Anna Lamberti 
David Lu 
Eileen Malm 
Todd Maxson 
James McCain 
Matt McColley 
Mike McColley 
Sylvia Morgan 
Sean Nelson 
Lisa Nieman 
Daphne O'Neal 
Brendan Phelps 
Steve Phillips 
Matt Rekers 
Sanjay Revankar 
Melissa Rohrbaugr. 
Tika Sardin 
Jennifer Seavey 
Rodney Sell 
Sheila Sisk 
Jenny Snodgrass 
Sandy Snodgrass 
Calvin Strong 
Debra Teig 
Lorrie Tietje 
Shawn Usher 
Danene Wumkes 
Laura Young 
"We Dream The Impossible I 
( 1) Troy Greenwood. 
(2)Steve Phillips. (3) 
Skip Cherry and Sheryl 
Hornback. (4) Jenny 
Seavey. (5) Mike, 
Todd, Matt and Bren-
dan. (6) Sandy dreams 
of the NU boys basket-
ball team. (7) Debbie 
Teig. (8) Laura and 
Shawn woke up late . 
(9) Lorrie and Gloria . 
(10) Danene Wumkes. 
( 11) Brendan Phelps. 
( 12) Anna Lamberti . 
(13) Todd Ma~son. 
(14) Danene, Laura, 
Anna and Ann steal 
frosting. ( 15) Todd 
Greenwood's only in 
7th grade? 
Movie ------------~ 
Best Rock Group -------- - -
Best Song ------------
Album 
Best Actor-------------
We Haven't Lost Our Faculties Yet 

D. Scovel 
ADMINISTRATION 
R. Nielsen 
J. Albrecht 
J. Duea 
M. Bundy 
B. Wilson 
GUIDANCE 
R. Strub 
A. Vernon 
L. Brown 
DRIVER ED. 
P. Mazula 
SPEECH THERAPY 
L. Potter 
RESOURCE ROOM 
A. Davids 
BUSINESS 
D. Primrose 
D. Heath 
AUDIO- VISUAL 
R. Paulson 
R. Conrad 
NURSE 
Y. Duncan 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
H. VanderBeek 
K. Butzier 
J. Beclanan 
M. Vargas 
W. Waack 
MUSIC 
L. Hale 
M. Merrion 
A. Nayler 
J. Welch 
LIBRARY 
K. McIntyre 
J. Chapman 
D. Crandall 
SOC STUDIES 
J. Blaga 
J. Hantula 
P. Nelson 
F. Riechmann 
D. Scovel 
MATH 
D. Wiederanders 
G. Immerzeel 
D. Kettner 
E. Ockenga 
J. Tarr 
L. Schwandt 
SCIENCE 
T. Cooney 
S. DeSerano 
P. Gibson 
J. Hines 
R. Stephenson 
L. Finsand 
PHYSICAL ED. 
P. Geadelmann 
I. Ahrabi-Fard 
J. Aldrich 
S. Hawn 
D. Green 
R. LaRue 
R. Schneider 
ART & TECHNOLOGY 
D. Darrow 
N. Teig 
M. M. Schmitt 
D. Wineke 
FOREIGN LANG. 
J. Becker 
R. Findlay 
J. Price 
S. Lawn 
HOME ECONOMICS 
M. A. Jackson 
KCFI 
RADIO 1250 
''If you can't fine it elsewhere - we have it!'' 
THE CUPBOARD 
On College Hill 2217 College St . 
all the bank 
you'll ever 
need! 
TAT 
Waterloo Savings Bank 
West Park at Cedar 
Cedar • Kimball • Cedar Heights Drive 
Member FDIC ... 
Accounts Insured to $40,000 
~ ACE 
18th Street and 
Waterloo Road 
Cedar Falls I Iowa 
Phone 277 -4690 
HARRISON'S VARIETY 
Hair Styling 
Hair Pieces 
On the Parkade 
266-5444 
College Hill Barber Shop 
2216 College Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Appointment Available Call 277 -9972 
cfltichardson guneral tifeome 
615 cYJrlain efireel 
@edar galls, c{Jowa 50613 
Good Luck to 
the Class of '79 
and those to follow 
--, 
"T. TRAPP &. ASSOCIATES, Realtors 
eJ't 3321 Cedar Heights Dr., Cedar Fa ll s, Iowa 5061) 
Phone 277 - 2121 
J-r . . - , _ __,.... -~~~ ,o----n~..: 
I ~ -- -~  
"-------- -
1 BLOCK NORTH OF UNIVERSITY 
ON MAIN STREET IN CEDAR FALLS 
41i), 
THE MALT SHOPPE 
on College Hill 
2218 College St. 
266-6263 
A Place for All Ages 
IOWA SPORTS SUPPLY 
909 West. 23rd Street 
On University Hill 
where little panthers shop for sports 
WOOLCO DEPARTMENT STORE 
College Square Shopping Center 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
1 'We want to be 
your favorite st.ore 11 
Phone 
266-2621 
For Him: For Her: 
OH THE ,AltKADI 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
ADVJ;NGJ'URBS 
IN eRA.Jf<J:"8 
CRAFT SUPPLY SHOPP 
805 E. 18th Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
BUSINESS PHONE 
277-2315 
DONNA FISHER 
BARB TARR 
FLO STUFFLEBEAAM 
99 
Jack&Jill. 
FOOD CENTER 
2025 College Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Witham 
4521 University Ave. , 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
chevrolet 
JOE PETERSEN AGENCY 
410 on The Parkade 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Phone 266-1735 
otcrloo 
RAINBOW FLORISTS 
2005 Westfield 
Waterloo 234-4635 
123 Main 
Cedar Falls 266-7541 
Two locations: 
4728 University Avenue 
Cedar Falls 
233-3348 
Kimball Avenue f, Highway 412 
Waterloo 
266- 7595 
rouritr 
100 
108 E. 3rd St., Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
(319) 266-1214 
LORRAINE'S AGATE SHOP, INC. 
Complete Silversmithing Supplies 
1013 W. 18th Street 266 - 5583 
;c Jlu,i&~'' _, ~
JACOBS' FLOWER SHOP 
2220 College Street 266-5324 
"1&~.,. 
319-277-1013 
fuAMICf/ 7 
« rJRT 
Located in Lamplighter Realty Building 
Suite C, 6003 University Avenue 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Ceramics Classes Greenware 
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@®®@1 lfiffi~ ®ill@~ ~Thl~ 
Famous Footwear 
Blackhawk Village, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
BAN~ROFI' FLORIST 
-116 W. 12 '-tn·c·t 
CEDAR F.\LLS. IOWA 
Phone 266-3521 
whenever Panthers get to~ether. 
eards, 
Gifts & Posters 
like you've 
never seen. 
~ 
Blackhawk Village 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
HANSEN & HANSEN INC. 
1917 Waterloo Road, Cedar Falls 
Phone 268-0444 
Complete Insurance 
1005 West 19th Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Kay Glessner 
Danish Mutual Insurance Association 
318 Main Street, I_._,.~-~=---
TONY'S LA PIZZERIA 
2210 College, Cedar Falls 
615 Commercial, Waterloo 
HARDWARE & HOME CENTER 
On Hud.on South of the UNI DOME 
3219 Hudoon Rd CEDAR FALLS 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
Specialty Advertising offers advantages that other 
professional mart<etlng media can"t. ,,,,-
When your ~< 
~;f~a~~~!:::tl~l~sd ~ 6~~ \ \___ and targeted • \ \ Specialty / 
Advertising can ~ 
help you hit the 
~~Sbl~::~~l~ther (0 FfV1F 
media toa.) \____ LAj \___ 
Without elaborate 
use of plans, time or dollars 
Via unique products that will be used and kept by the 
recipient • with your message. 
Let us help you plan and Implement your next mart<et-targeted 
business communication. Let's do It without over1<111, And with 
the other unique advantages that Specialty Advertising offers. 
II can become your competitive edge too. Call today! 
PALAN ADVERTISING SPECIAL TIES 
112 E. ELEVENTH P.O. BOX 622 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 50613 
Phone: 319 - 266-8776 
Personalized Promotions 
The Lasting Advertising 
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BANK &TRUST 
4417 Univer.dty J\vem1e 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Member FDIC 
Phone (319) 266-2691 
t.sa1a•s 
ATHLETICS 
2225 College St. Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
Graphic Design 
Advertising Design 
Audio Visual Presentations 
Animation 
Sales Promotion 
Direct Mail 
Brochures 
Displays 
Illustration 
Hellman Design Associates, Inc. 
PO BOX 627 WATERLOO . IOWA 50704 (3 19) 234 -7055 
1'/itt PHOTOGRAPHY 
Hours: 9:00 - 5:30 
"Quality Ph~tographY, ••. At A Price You Can Afford" 
513 Washington 
Hudson, Iowa 
Phone 988-4618 
,. 
r 
T 
VALLEY-
-~RK 
LANES ~--:_-
VALLEY PARK LANES 
1931 VALLEY PARK DR. • CEDAR FALLS, IA. 50613 • PHONE (319) 266-7818 
SECURllY FIR.Sf 
Security First ln!lurance Inc. 
111 West Fourth Street 
Cedar Faus ., Iowa 50613 
319 268-0131 
Best Wishes from the Folks at 
BERG'S COLLEGE DRUG 
across from the campus 
Serving Cedar Falls 
for over 50 
years 
PARKADE TRUE VALUE HARDWARE 
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ARTS N' l:RAFTS 
ART SUPPLIES 
CRAIT SUPPLIES 
PRINTS 
MINIATURES 
For all your: 
STAINED GLASS SUPPLIES 
DRATTING SUPPLIES 
Two Locations: 
1003 West 23rd St. 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
277-6437 
Lower Mall Crossroads 
Waterloo, Iowa 
233-4522 
SPECIAL THANKS 
to the photographers from 
Cedar Falls Record 
Waterloo Courier 
McKenna I s Color Photography 
NORTHWEST OFFICE, 
INC. 
208 Parkade 
Cedar Falls. Iowa 
266-0669 
Cedar Falls 
TRUST & 
SAVINGS 
BANK 
Bil 
Two Locations to Serve You 
Downtown Cedar Falls and College Square 
221 1 COLLEGF ST 
CEDA,. FALLS . IA 
266-1662 
Cedar Falls 
HAIRSTYLING 
I OR MEN ANO WOMEN 
A PPOI NTMEN rs AVAILAl!!ILE 
West Union 
Be diligent in your 
search for tomorrow 
out always 
hold 011 to your dreams of today . 
Now in six locations: 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Ames 
Iowa City 
Cedar Rapids 
South Sioux, NB 
107 
108 
BLACK HAWK AREA 
of Iowa 
A QUEST FOR CREATIVE RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH TEENAGERS 
HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
1 'You can always count on help from HO:ME' 1 
Downtown and Crossroads Center, Waterloo 
Cedar Falls • Vinton • Decorah • Cresco 
G:r 
--
LINDI ■ 
ROLINGER'S RESTAURANT 
LATTA'S MAIN STREET 
STORE 
2218 Main Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
11 Servlng the educational needs 
of the community" 
6222 University Avenue 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 


